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New Low Priced Products for both CP/M &MS/DOS computers!

Hardware requirements: TWIST & SHOUT runs on any computer sup
porting CP/M, MS/OOS or PC/DOS. 'IBM Compatibility' is not required.
Specify machine when ordering. Printers supported: Anadex, Apple,
C. Itoh, Centronics, Data Products, DEC, Epson and compatibles, Hewlett
Packard, IBM and compatibles, IDS, MPI, NEC, Mannesman Tally, Okidata,
Smith Corona & Toshiba printers! More are being added daily.
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For anyCP/M or MS/OOS
computer, just

$34.95
Special Offer: one MS/DOS

and one CP/M version for only

$49.95
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SHOUT YOUR
MESSAGE IN
A BANNER!

Side\Nays & Banner Printing
Utility for Dot-Matrix Printers
TWIST & SHOUTI is two great pieces of
software packaged together at one low
affordable price!

TWIST lets you print out huge
spreadsheets (or any text file)
SIDEWA YS on your dot-matrix printer.
It literally twists your printer's output 90
degrees - no more cutting and pasting
to put together a fragmented printout. L-------"'T'7:'':":'7:''1!~:;:;;{J1M'::::;:::;:;:;::.....:.; ...:..<:::.;:::::;::::
Unlimited width printouts!

SHOUT prints giant banners in letters
from two to eight inches high using
three special type styles. Make
banners, posters and signs with ease.
Anything you can type on the keyboard
can be SHOUTed in gigantic letters!

TWIST &SHOUTI

Solve CoInputer
Incon1pafibi/ity!
MEDIA MASTER
Lets your IBM compatible (PC, XT or AT)
read, write and format up to 140 disk
formats. Exchange data and programs
with other computers for just $39.95.

MEDIA MASTER PLUS
All of the file transfer capabilities of
MEDIA MASTER plus it gives your IBM
compatible the ability to actually run
CP/M software. All for just $59.95.

ACCELERATE 8/16
Includes MEDIA MASTER, an upgraded
emulator and a special easy-to-install
NEC V20 chip which lets your IBM
compatible run CP/M software at
maximum speed. V20 chip and software
is just $99.95. -

Call or write for full compatibility chart

MILESTONE
Automatic Business Project Planner

Originally $295 - Now only $99.95/
Never blow another deadline! Whether you're opening a branch office,
hiring a sales force or launching a new product, nothing boosts the bottom
line like being on time and within budget. Yet that kind of careful planning
can take up a lot of your valuable time. Milestone brings all of the sure-fire
planning methods of Critical Path Management together in one easy-to-use
package for your personal computer. Here's how it works: You divide your
major project into a number of smaller tasks. At Milestone's prompts you
enter the manpower, cost and time estimates for each activity and indicate
which tasks must be completed before others can start. Then Milestone
does the rest, working out your entire schedule and budget (with holidays,
sick days and even lunch hours taken into account). Milestone's clear and
concise Time Schedule Report gives you a week by week chart showing
detailed start and completion dates for each task, critical deadlines,
manpower requirements and costs. Milestone is available for any CP/M,
MS/DOS or PC/DOS computer and any printer.. Please specify computer.

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

·22458 Ventura Blvd., Suite E
VVoo'dland Hills, CA 91364

- ~ ---- --- - - We accep! VISA, MASTERCARD and AMERICAN EXPRESS

Order by mail or call our 24 hour toll free order line
from anywhere in the US or Canada:

800-628-2828 (Extension 918)
Technical questions, orders: 818-716-1655 (9-5 PST)

Add $4 per order postage/handling. Overseas, add $12.
US funds only. CA residents add 6% tax (LA County 6.5%)
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The Bulletin Board Culture Is Growing Up equipment and refused to return it until the SYSOP could
prove himself innocent. But would the corner food store be
closed if someone would post the same credit card number

Ten years ago, when CP/M software was first being on their bulletin board? From the court proceedings it
distributed, only a few personal computer buffs appeared that the prosecutors were mainly interested in
communicated by electronic bulletin board systems, or intimidating the BBS world, which is a "people's" network
BBSs. Among the pioneers in this field was Ward of communication that, run neither by government nor
Christensen of Chicago. Today, everybody has gotten into corporation, is a bit hard to control. It reminds one of the
the act. Churches, colleges, businesses, peace groups, Kremlin's fear of the public availability of copy machines
dating services, even sheriffs deputies are sharing messages and personal computers. Grassroots creativity makes many
and public-domain software by computer, using modems, in authority uncomfortable. Luckily, in this country, most
phone lines and a central computer that serves as a bulletin institutions of power learn to live with this discomfort.
board. Any worthwhile creation will attract a few who want to

Now that BBSs are firmly established and MOR's own destroy it. With the BBSs these are the many "twit-
system is in full swing, we think it's time we took a look hackers," who try to break through the often flimsy security
at these new global villages. oia bulletin board to see if they can pull what they consider

I've always been fascinated by how dedicated and helpful a satisfying prank. Sometimes they wipe out all the files
the people are who volunteer their time to run these BBSs. on the disk of the BBS. This has happened often enough to
Known as SYSOPs, or system operators, they are the ones cause SYSOPs to be concerned about granting access and
in charge. They check you out if you want to join, and they BBS software designers to build in layer upon layer of
keep the system running. Of all the BBS callers, SYSOPs security measures. It explains the often quite strong
receive the highest number of messages, be these pleas for response from a SYSOP to someone who openly tries to
access or calls for help. Many SYSOPs spend an hour a day trade commercial software or leaves confidential phone or
monitoring the system, feeding it with fresh software and credit card numbers on the BBS. If a BBS system crashes
cleaning it up. Why do they do it? Is it that same strain of for no apparent reason, the SYSOP's first thought likely is:
love of communications that infects ham radio amateurs? Is "Was this caused by a break-and-enter caller from the
it the satisfaction of providing a community service? Of outside?"
being needed? It may be that our BBSs, which started out as such

At the other end of the phone lines are the callers who idealistic global villages, have been around long enough to
enter the system to leave messages for other BBS villagers, attract the social diseases that we know so well from our
to sec what everybody else is talking about and to milk more familiar and longstanding institutions. There will
some of the fresh new public domain software down the always be those in authority who fear free creative
lines. This latter activity is called "downloading." Some expression because it seems uncontrollable, just as there
people log in, take a quick look around and get out. Olhers will always be brats who enjoy throwing rocks through
stay on the line for more than an hour, reading all the windows.
public messages, composing responses on-line, sniffing To deal with these increasing problems, the Public
through all the user areas for new software and downloading Remote Access Computer Standards Association
files until satiated. A few people distinguish themselves as (PRACSA) was founded by a group of concerned SYSOPs.
true helpers, giving ample advice to, and going out of their Among PRACSA's stated goals are to "re-establish remote
way for, any other caller with the slightest problem. computer users and operators as productive and valuable
Helping each other is what many BBSs arc about and many citizens, to counter negative and inflammatory reports by
BBS callers, to quote Stewart Brand, behave like angels. uninformed media, and to garner the support of law-
How long do these global villages stay that idyllic? enforcement agencies." To these ends they promote good

Any powerful expression of creative energy, no matter operating etiquette by users and SYSOPs and further the
how idealistic, will threaten someone. Case in point is the liaison between common carrier providers, government
legal battle a SYSOP from the Los Angeles area had to__agencies, and remote access systems (BBSs). A most

~~~-w-ield against certain authorities who claimed that a stolen appropriate endeavor worthy of support by all of us. n
credit card number had been posted on his BBS. Even
though the SYSOP claimed to have no knowledge of the
alleged scam, the autorities promptly confiscated his BBS
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Letters to the Editor
Enhance Your Morrow or
Go Blue

Dear Editor:
Your editorial in the last June/July

issue doesn't really answer the question
it poses. The real question in a world
of falling prices for computers (read:
MS-DOS computers) is: "Given the
fact that complete PC-clone systems
can be put together for a thousand
dollars, should I spend anything near
that amount to 'enhance' my Morrow?"

In other words, if WestWind has a
"special" price of $995 for a 5-MB
hard disk, RAMdisk, and interface-as
they show in their June/July ad-why
wouldn't I want to spend the same
grand and buy a whole new system?
Loyalty is one thing; foolishness is
another. In the real world, this kind of
"special" is no special.

Tim Evans
Baltimore, MD

MOR's New Look and
Support

Dear Editor:
Well done, MOR! Now your

typography and graphics match your
excellent editorial content. The new
look is a great improvement and so is
the direction you are headed. Offering
reader support beyond the
magazine-quality products at a
discount price-should payoff for
everyone concerned with MOR and
Morrow computers. That kind of
support is desperately needed. Here is a
case in point:

I recently received a long-distance
call as a result of your new subscriber
campaign and my quote evidently
appearing in your promotional
material. The person calling was
asking where she could go to learn

how to use her MD2 system. Seems
she gave up using it when she no
longer had dealer support. (The old
"door-stop syndrome," I presume.) She
couldp.'t get enough cash for the
system to make selling an option so
wondered ifMOR would really help
her. I gave her all the appropriate
assurances based on my own
experiences with the magazine. She
seemed very relieved. Consequently, I
expect you already have received her
subscription check.

I am pleased to see you offering
ZCPR3 from.Echelon, Inc. Having
used ZCPR3 on my other computer
for the past six months, I have become
an enthusiastic, though novice, user.
There's a lot to learn with the system,
but it's far more useful than CP/M
from the very beginning. It will go
into my MD3, just upgraded from an
MD2, thanks to Silicon Valley
surplus and MOR.

James E. Bottom
Salem, OR

MD3 with Tandon Drives
Needs Fan

Dear Editor:
Thanks for offering to help me with

my MD2-to-MD3 conversion
problems. Preston Burner, of our
Washington Morrow Users Group
rewrote the BIOS for my CP/M 2.2
ROM Rev. 1.3 Morrow, which is now
a fully functioning double-sided
machine.

One suggestion that I would want
to pass on is that, at least in my case,
a fan was necessary. The new Tandon
100 disk drives would heat up very
quickly during intensive use. Soon I
was getting nothing but disk error
messages.

But the installation of a fan has

made the machine a joy to operate; the
noise has, of course, increased
compared to the no-fan condition, but
it is not too intrusive.

I am still pleased to say that as a
Morrow computer owner of over 3-1/2
years, I do not regret my purchase, the
tremendous learning experience, and
the virtually trouble-free operation of
my machine. It has done and continues
to do what I originally bought the
machine for-word processing and
spreadsheets-extremely well for my
purposes, plus the great new things I
have learned, such as data base
operations and modem
communications.

lrv Garfield,
Alexandria, VA

[The added fan is quite an issue with
some people. I know of one case
where a user preferred to use the
mostly silent MD3 over the faster but
noisier MD11. -Ed.]

The Newer the Manual,
the Better

Dear Editor:
Recently I found that the newer

manual, entitled Hard Disk Micro
Decision, Models MD5, MD11,
MD16 & MD34 is quite different from
the older manual, MD11 Hard Disk
Micro Decision User's Guide.

The newer manual (available from
MOR, product #607) is loaded with
useful information left out of the older
manual. If MD11 owners don't have
the new manual, they should get one if
they are installing the Hard Disk ROM
Upgrade and software, MOR product
#902. Pass the word.

Douglas Baker
Wilton, CA
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SEND SASE FOR COMPLETE LIST

14111455-8086

CIVIL 2111 RESEARCH DRIVE, SUITE 1

COMPUTING LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 94110

CORPORATION

PropStar is a stand-alone program, not a patch,
gives higher quality print than modified WordStar.
PropStar follows the rules for typesett ing, maintains
spacing bet ween letters, never crowds text, offers
eont inuous underline, increases letter spacing in
"bold" text to aVOid run-together letters. PropStar
doesn't move text, so you get what you see on your
w.p. screen, supports most W.S. print features.

Available on more than 40 CP/M formats including
M0-2/3/] ]. MS-DOS version also available. Only
$ 49.95, Visa &: M/c accepted, or send check with
order and we pay postage. Comes fully pre-installed
so please specify computer and printer models.

UNIX A USERS GUIDE FRAMEWORK-APPLICATIONS
UNIX·XENIX·VENIX THE APPLE IN YOUR HAND
SYMPHONY APPLICATIONS SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAMS
MICROSOFT MSDOS USERS CP/M MBASIC AND THE OSBORNE
MICROSOFT MSDOS PROGR BUSINESS PROGRAMS FOR IBM
FORTH APPLICATIONS FORTH ON THE ATARI
APPLE APPLICATIONS BASIC IN 60 MINUTES
BOOKS ON THIS LIST ONLY OTHER BOOKS AVAILABLE
AT HIGHER PRICES. HURRY SALE ENDS THIS MONTH

LOGICALC MP200 DJ I
WORDSTAR MP300 DJ2
QUEST MPZ50 KEYED UP 5050
CALCSTAR DJDMA PIVOT &< MSDOS
DATA STAR DJ2DB PIVOT &< NEWWORD
SUPER SORT SWITCHBOARD HDDMA
SMART CHECKBOOK 256K MEMORY HDAC3&<4
USING CPM MULT/IO WUNDERBUS I/O
MP 100 64K MEMORY PIVOT 2
GEMNI PRINTER CP5056 PIVOT 1

MORROW BOOKS 4 FOR

PropStar gives type-set quality true propor
tional spaced printing from ordinary NewWord and
WordStar document files. Prints on daisy-wheel prin
ters with ps type-wheels (and. certain matrix &: laser
printers), including Diablo, Qume, NEC, Brother, C
Itoh, Juki, Silver-Reed, Canon, Fujitsu &: others.

Get what you've always wanted-

Get the Proportional Printing Program which

REALLY WORKS!

BOOKS ON THIS LIST ONLY OTHER BOOKS AVAILABLE
AT HIGHER PRICES. HURRY SALE ENDS THIS MONTH

OTHER BOOKS 3 FOR

OffER GOOD fOR fIRST MONTH Of PUBLICATION ON BI-MONTHLYS ONLY
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.LIMITED SUPPLIES ON HAND

S ... S 440 1 aRKPORT COD OR PREPAID ONLY
i1iconYalley urplus ORK~:~81CR ~~1Ilo:~~~~K ~o
415-261-4662 415-261-4662 ~~EA~T?~~E~KC1.SfD

10AM-6PM CLOSED SUN & MON HIGH ST. & 880 $1.90CODCKARGE

c
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New Software

CP/M really is still alive. My
columns have apparently gotten the
attention of people who still know
what CP/M is. I'm finding new stuff
almost every week.

Not too long ago I was ecstatic
when the mail came and it included a
package from Spectre Technologies
Inc. (a MOR advertiser).

I was working on a technical
presentation that included lots of large
tables and charts that just wouldn't fit
conveniently on my Okidata 92
printer, even in the compressed print
mode. When I opened the envelope, I
found a letter from Mr. David
Grenewetzki of Spectre and a copy of
TWIST & SHOUT!

TWIST & SHOUT! is fantastic for
anybody using a spreadsheet, or for
anyone who prepares tables that are
wider than the usual 80 columns.

TWIST & SHOUT sells for $34.95
and is actually two programs.

The TWIST part of the program is
what I really love. It turns your wide
document sideways and prints it
lengthwise on the paper, thus saving
all the cutting and taping. I've used it
very successfully with WordS tar,

Send your questions and comments to
Ken Grymala at P.O. Box 2540,
Manassas, VA 22110.

CP/M
Alive!

by Ken Grymala

NewWord, and MultiPlan.
The SHOUT part of the program is

for making signs and banners. It, too,
prints sideways. The number of lines
in your message automatically deter
mines the height and position of each
line's letters.

The program only requires a dot
matrix printer and a computer running
CP/M (e.g., MDl, -2, -3) or CP/M
Plus (e.g., MD5, -11, -16, -32).

What is almost as good as the
program is that Spectre is continuing
to develop CP/M products. Mr.
Grenewetzki informs me that "At
Spectre, we're still developing CP/M
software and we'll be releasing a
couple of new goodies in the next few
months."

For more information on Spectre
products, refer to their advertisements
in MOR and write to them for infor
mation at 22458 Ventura Blvd, Suite
E, Woodland Hills, CA 91364. They

have a new 800 number for orders:
800/628-2828, operator 918.

Desktop Publishing

Software Offer

Just as I started to write this
column, I received special offer
information for Morrow users from
Computer EdiType Systems, 509
Cathedral Parkway, lOA, New York,
NY 10025, phone 800/251-2223.

They are (were) offering their
MagicSeries programs to Morrow
owners for 1/3 off through October 31,
1986.

The MagicSeries programs were
reviewed in MOR Vol. 3, #2, p. 14,
by Georgia Babladelis. These programs
offer true proportional spacing with
WordStar/NewWord files, special
merging capabilities, and indexing.
They supposedly also support laser
printers.

Since this is the Writers' Tools &
Desktop Publishing issue, and since I
just received the promotional material
on the deadline for this issue, I would
hope that the people at Computer
EdiType Systems would have it in
their hearts to continue the 1/3-off
offer to Morrow owners who are
reading this column. [At MOR's
request, Computer EdiType has agreed
to extend this special offer through
Jan. 31, 1987. ---Ed.]
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Lines Per Inch Dot Command

per 8-1/2" by 11" sheet.

Thanks and Apologies

Vertical Spacing Versus Dot
Commands

.LH16

.LH12

.LH10

.LH9

.LH8

.LH7

.LH6

.LH5

Figure 2

3
4
4.8
5.3
6.0
6.8
8.0
9.6

We have been without a home and
office for the past 2-1/2 months while
our new home and office was slowly
being completed. We packed up
everything, including the computers,
hoping our homeless period would be
short. We survived four house-sitting
jobs, a flood, two kids in a motor
home for three weeks, and a lost cat
(now returned). As I write this in the
middle of October, we just got a
temporary occupancy permit and we're
living out of boxes-but we're in!

During our homeless period, I
received a lot of mail from the readers
of MOR. Unfortunately, during this
period we were utterly disorganized,
and I'm afraid I only answered part of
the mail that needed answering.

If you didn't receive a reply, I want
to sincerely apologize. I also want to
thank all of you for your cor
respondence. For one thing, it really
makes me feel good to know that
somebody actually reads my column.
Secondly, it helps me plan future
columns.

Thanks again, and happy com
puting. n

Char. Per Inch Dot Command

Print Sizes Versus
Dot Commands

I do my drafting by hand, but I am
able to make it look quite neat and
clean by having all of the writing
come from my printer.

I use a material called "applique."
Applique is similar to clear contact
paper, but its surface is suitable for
typing or printing. It can be cut with
scissors. The backing is meant to be
peeled away, allowing you to stick the
printed material down wherever
necessary. Applique is available from
drafting supply stores for about $1.00

Figure 1

Before I started using a computer, I
would dress up my drawings by using
"dry transfer decals" (rub-on letters).
Now I make my own stick-on letters
with NewWord and my printers.

5 .CW25
6 .CW20
8.5 .CW15

10 .CW12
12 .CW10
17 .CW6

Instant Stick-On Lettering

relationship of dot commands to
characters per inch (CPI). Similarly, I
can set the vertical spacing in lines per
inch. Figure 2 shows the vertical
spacing.

For layout, I print my material
directly onto paper. If necessary, I will
do a true cut-and-paste, where I might
even include "half-tone" photographs
and a columnar format. After running
this through a copy machine, the
output is generally very suitable for
interim or final publication. It also
makes the typesetter's job much easier.

My work also requires that I
frequently have to prepare drawings and
various printed layouts that are
intended for typesetting. As a
consultant, much of my work is
almost always needed yesterday or
sooner. As a consequence, my work is
frequently used in its interim state
before it can be neatly typeset.

Nearly all dot-matrix printers have
at least four different print sizes. Some
printers, such as the Okidatas, have six
different sizes and two different font
styles. Additionally, you can set the
vertical spacing between lines.

For instance, with my MD11,
NewWord, and my Okidata 92 dot
matrix printer, I can produce print that
contains 5, 6, 8.5, 10, 12, or 17
characters per inch. Figure 1 shows the

As a technical consultant, I
frequently have to prepare presenta
tions that include viewgraphs.

For viewgraphs I use a program
called PrintMaster by Unison World
Inc., 2150 Shattuck Ave., Suite 902,
Berkeley, CA 94704. PrintMaster was
reviewed in MOR Vol. 3, #2, p. 19.

The program is intended for making
signs, greeting cards, letterhead, calen
dars, and banners. But it is really great
for making viewgraphs.

PrintMaster includes eight different
fonts; and when the "sign" option is
used, the letters may be printed large
or small. The large letters are twice as
high as the small letters. The program
takes care of vertical spacing, and the
horizontal position is selectable from
the menu.

After the viewgraph information is
printed on paper, the paper is then run
through a copy machine containing
transparencies. The result is quick and
good-looking vicwgraphs. "

PrintMaster will work under CP/M
2.2 or CP/M 3.0, but you must use it
with a dot-matrix printer.

Layout

Quick Viewgraphs

6 Morrow Owners' Review



Last issue I asked that someone
who really understands the library
utility NULU write a .DOC file
explaining it to the uninitiated. Since
then I've learned that there were two
FLOBs containing NULU ver
sions-FLOB #3301, which did con
tain a .DOC file, but that file is inside
of a library so that you need to already
know how to use NULU to extract it,
and FLOB #2501, which has a file
called NULUl1.DOC. J .L. Rhodes
of Lynchburg, VA, M. G.
Dooley, Jr., of Kirkland, WA,
and Leonard Goldstein of
Alexandria, VA, all sent me copies
of various .DOC files, however, and
others called and wrote offering to do
the same. Thanks! If you don't have a
.DOC file for NULU, you can either
order FLOB #2501 or, if you prefer,
send a blank disk and return postage to
the address at the bottom of this
column, and I'll see that you get a
copy. (Mr. Dooley tells me that he,
too, plays the banjo; what a great
name for a banjo player!)

Meanwhile, Gordon Northrup,
MD, of Lee, MA, suggests that

We're more on our own than ever, so
if you know a solution to a problem,
don't assume someone else will write
in; there are not so many of us that
you can count on that. Whether you
have questions or answers, keep them
coming: Bill Steele, P.O. Box 782,
Ithaca, NY 14851, 607/273-2132;
MCI: WSTEELE, 254-5833.

From the
Mailbox

by Bill Steele

those unfamiliar with NULU read the
short writeup on it in The Free
Software Handbook from Peopletalk
Associates, P.O. Box 863652, Plano,
TX 75086.

This month's request: What do you
know about programs and methods for
converting NW/WS files to and from
other word processing programs?

Dr. Northrup sent along a question
of his own: "Though MOR's ROM
3.1 and its CBIOS fixed my cursor
keys, it made two problems. First,
what is IMS.COM? Second, my Drive
C doesn't work any more. If I call for
it from the CP/M prompt, after 11
seconds (!) I get 'Disk error on Drive
C: Drive not ready,' etc. R brings the
same message, and A brings 'CP/M
error: Drive C: invalid.' Calling for D,
ditto, but calling for E works. Calling
for F and higher brings an almost
immediate 'Drive F: invalid."' Most
likely you're using the wrong CBIOS.

The ROM kit comes with a slew of
CBIOS files, and you're supposed to
rename the appropriate one to
CBIOS.HEX before running the
installation program. You may have
used CBIOS4 when you should have
used CBIOSMOR. Check the
instructions.

Questions about overheating and
fans also brought many replies. Allen
C. Bennett of Raleigh, NC,
writes, "I put in an Archer Cat. # 273
242, 32 cfm 120 volt 3" fan (Radio
Shack-$14.95). The case on my
MD11 is exceptionally cool now. You
have to take out the power supply to
get to the wiring and solder connec
tions from the fan to the power switch
on the rear. Mount the fan so it blows
air out. Use snips to enlarge the fan
opening slightly. I used a piece of duct
tape to block off about three-quarters
of the opening at the top rear of the
computer, so the fan would pull air
from the front to sweep over the top of
the hard disk."

Allen has a P.S.: "Does anyone
know how to get the system prompt
after loading SmartKey II? I lock up,
have to reset." Sounds like it's
overwriting part of CP/M, which it
should be smart enough not to do. Are
you using some other resident
program, like a spooler, that changes
the CP/M addresses?

Fellow columnist Ken Grymala
refers us to his letter in M0 R Vol. 2,
#4, and his article "Cooling a Hot
Computer" in Micro Cornucopia
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#21, Dec/Jan '85. The gist was that
while Morrow regards a hot MD11
as "within specs," the heat causes
problems and hardware failures,
although later versions apparently have
better cooling. His was reaching an
inside temperature up to 145 degrees
F, while the floppy disk drive was
rated only to 115 degrees. For a while
Ken sold kits consisting of a 3-inch
fan and an alumninum case. He now
has a few kits consisting of a direct
replacement 2-inch, 12-volt DC fan,
mounting hardware and a cover for the
rear louvers for $39.95 postage paid,

with a 15 percent discount for orders of
five or more.

Also, Ken says, "I have run an
MD11 on its side for quite a while.
This has two benefits: it sure takes up
less table space, and the cooling is
much better! I have a Computer
Memories Inc. hard disk in my
computer and have not experienced any
problems running it horizontally or
vertically."

W. R. Vogel of Seattle, WA,
says, "If the insulation on the cables
inside the cabinet feels rubbery, it's
definitely too hot, but it's hard for
someone who doesn't have his hands
in the works all the time to judge. As
for standing the machine on its side,
I'm not sure, but I've seen a number of
IBM PCs run that way." He wrote
mainly to take issue with my
statement that the computer will last
longer if turned off when not in use.
"In fact there is no known wear
mechanism in semiconductors. There
are three (major) things that will cause
semiconductors to fail: excessive heat,
heat cycling (hot then cold) and power
surges/static electricity. All can
physically damage the chip or wires
leading to it. Turning the computer off
when it gets too hot actually causes
thermal cycling; in time this will
cause the chips or conductors to break
because of the constant expansion and
contraction. Each on-off cycle causes a
power surge as well. Power surges
create rapid thermal cycling as the
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excess power is absorbed. For both
these reasons I would recommend
leaving the machine powered up except
when connecting cables or performing
other service, or during ligh tning
storms or power outages (power often
surges when it is first restored). My
MD2 is only powered off under the
above conditions. I have had it over
two years without a single failure." I
won't argue with this, except to say
that I've had my MD3 for two years
and nine months, turning it on and off
several times a day, and no problems
either. Probably takes longer than that
to wear it out either way. Anyone else
care to get into this? During lightning
storms I unplug!

Mr. Vogel also offers some ideas
on why you can't get bidirectional
printing with some programs. "Some
printers power up with bidirectional
printing on, others with it off. The
effect the computer/software may have
is to disable bidirectional printing.
Your printer manual should tell you
how the printer is set on power up and
what codes to send in order to change
it. Most printers automatically disable
bidirectional printing when doing
graphics because it causes small
misalignments between odd and even
rows." So, if you get bidirectional
printing with, say, WS but not with
LogiCalc, it may be that your printer
comes up with bidirectional printing
off and WS is installed to tum it on.
Try sending commands to the printer
before loading LC (or whatever) as
described in this column in MOR Vol.
3, #3.

More on heat: Denis· Kuwahara
of Steilacom, WA, had the same
"disk error" problem reported by Jon
Lyon last issue. "It appeared to be
most pronounced when I used a disk
with a high-polish surface, such as
Fuji or Scotch, but not as apparent on
Verbatim or Maxell. From this I
attributed it to head stiction, a
condition that occurs when two highly
polished elements are in contact with
each other. High temperature seems to

aggravate stiction and the MD3 is a
good heater. I installed a cooling fan in
the MD3 and suddenly the problem
disappeared, and has not reappeared in a
year and a half. I understand that later
versions of the MD3 have a software
fix: The fIrmware moves the disk head,
breaking the stiction, prior to starting
up the disk drive motor." Sounds like
another answer to the oft-asked ques
tion, "What are the advantages of up
grading to a newer ROM?" The fan
Denis installed, incidentally, was a
230-volt unit, so it runs very quietly
on 120 volts. "The only noise I hear is
from the ball bearings. It moves
enough air to keep the case at room
temperature at all times."

John William Johnson of
Bloomington, IN, is having
trouble updating Correct-It's master
dictionary. "I think I follow all the
instructions correctly, but when the
DICTEDIT program is complete,
AUXDICT.TXT has not been inte
grated into DICT.BIN." There are two
possibilities: a) You did everything
right, and there's a bug in DICT
EDIT.COM; or b) You made a
mistake. Experience suggests the latter
is more likely, but from what you've
written I can't tell exactly what you
did. One possibility: If you follow the
instructions carefully, you end up with
two new files, which you may have
named "DICT.NEW" and "DIN
DEX.NEW." Now you must delete the
old "DICT.BIN" and "DINDEX.BIN"
and rename the new files to those old
names. If you haven't done that,
Correc(-It will simply be checking the
old dictionary again the next time you
run it.

Sean M. Butler of San
Anselmo, CA, has an MD11 (ROM
Ver. 1.9), CP/M 3.0 (Ver. 2.0). "If I
run VERIFILE on the hard disk and
come up with no errors, then run
INITDIR to make use of the time
stamping feature, then run VERIFILE
again, it will fail after listing
BACKUP.COM, BNKBDOS.SPR and
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I've had some very interesting
letters since my last column. Mrs.
Louise L. of San Francisco had a very
neat idea to help her remember what
she has learned each time she uses a
program. When she masters some
particular function, she writes down
the steps she took to get there. This
way she has a "check list" for the next
time she uses the program. No matter
how much time has elapsed between
sessions, she doesn't have to re-invent
the wheel! Thanks, Louise!

Another question came up that leads
into the body of this bimonth's
column. The question was: "I got all
these neat public domain programs
from my local BBS. How do I run
them?" Let me start to answer that
question by talking a little about the
CP/M file structure.

CP/M is not just an operating
system, it is a Disk Qperating System
(DOS). What that means is that not
only is CP/M capable of handling disk
drives, it requires them to operate.
Now disks are organized as cylinders,
heads and sectors. Picture your disk
being made up of 40 separate li ttle
circles of disk material, each one inside
another. These are your cylinders. Each
cylinder is 1/48 inch wide. Each has
two surfaces, or tracks. If you have
single-sided drives, only one of these
surfaces is used and "cylinder" and
"track" mean the same thing. On
double-sided drives, you need to know
which surface is being used as well as

Send your questions and comments to
Mike Allen at 4001 Summer Wind
Way, Glen Burnie, MD 21061.

Tools for
Tyros

by.Mike Allen

which cylinder. Different manu
facturers use different methods of
combining the head number (which
signifies which surface of the cylinder
is being used) with the cylinder
number to come up with the track
number. Some systems don't even
bother with the track number, but
since many of the utilities used in
CP/M do refer to tracks (like DU), I'll
mention how Morrow figures out
tracks.

No matter if you have a single- or
double-sided system, there are 40
cylinders on your disk, numbered from
o to 39. (Kids really should be taught
to count from 0 to 9 and not from 1 to
10. The invention of the "0" by the
Arabs was one of the most significant
discoveries in mathematics!) With an
MD1 or MD2, the track number is
simply the cylinder number. With an

. MD3 or the floppy on an MD-HD,
there are two heads, one for each

surface, numbered 0 and 1. To get the
track ~umber, the cylinder number is
doubled and the head number is added.
The tracks go from 0 to 39 on a
single-sided system and from 0 to 79
on a double-sided system. If you watch
and listen when formatting a double
sided disk you can hear the heads move
every two tracks.

Each of these tracks is broken up
into sectors. Morrow chose to use five
physical sectors on each track. Each of
these physical sectors can contain lK
of information, be it data, programs or
what not. Now some of you out there
have been doing some math. "IK per
sector times five sectors per track
equals 5K per track. 5K per track times
40 (or 80, for the double-sided system)
tracks equals 200K (or 400K) per disk.
Wait a minute, I've only got 186K (or
384K). What happened to the other
14K (16K)?" Well, it's pretty simple.
Two tracks (10K) are reserved for
CP/M. The remaining 4K (or 6K) is
for the directory, a smaller directory for
the single-sided system since it stores
less information.

What is a directory? The directory
enables CP/M to find a file on a disk.
What is a file? Aha, now we come to
the nitty-gritty. A file is information
stored on the disk in such a manner
that we can get it and use it. For us
humans it is easier for files to have
names. Computers don't like names;
they like numbers. What the directory
does is allow the computer to take a
name and tum it into numbers that it
can understand. For instance if I have a
file named "JUNQUE," the directory
allows CP/M to know what tracks and
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sectors that file is stored in and in
what order. It also tells CP/M such
things as what user number the file is
stored under, whether the fue has been
declared read-only, whether it is visible
to the "DIR" command and, in the case
of CP/M 3.0 (MD-HDs), whether the
file has been modified since the last
back-up.

File names deserve some further
discussion. There are actually two
parts to a file name, the file name
itself and the type. The file name can
have from one through eight
characters. The type can have from
none through three. CP/M auto
matically fills out the file name and
type with spaces if you don't use it all.
You may not use lower case letters or
<>.,;:=?*_%10,1\ in a file name or
type. (It is possible to use the
forbidden characters, but it makes the
file damn hard to erase! Look out in
MBasic since it is possible to save a
file with lower case letters from it.)

Most programs like NewWord or
SuperCalc create their own data files
but will ask you to name them. In
general, the convention is to use the
name to identify the contents and the
type to give it a generic label. There
are some conventions for types that
have arisen over the years; BAS =
BASIC language, BAK = a back-up
file from a word processor, C = "c"
language, PAS = PASCAL language,
ASM = 8080 assembly language,
MAC = MAC macro-assembler
assembly language, $$$ = a temporary
file that gets erased when .the
controlling programs ends, etc. There
are two types that have special
meaning to CP/M, COM and SUB.
SUB is a SUBMIT fIle. I mentioned
the SUBMIT utility in my last
column. COM is a COMmand file.
When you give CP/M a command
from the CP/M prompt, it first looks
to see if it is a built-in· (resident,
remember?) command. If it is not,
then· it looks on the disk to see if there
is a matching file with a COM type.
(With the MD-HDs, itwill also·100k
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for a SUB type if it doesn't find the
COM type.) If there is a matching file,
it will then load that file into memory
and start executing it. Hence when you
type "WS", to run WordS tar, CP/M
first looks to see if WS is a resident
command, and after it decides it isn't,
it looks on the disk for a file called
WS.COM (actually WS__.COM).
If it finds it, it loads· it up and starts
running it. If it doesn't, it says
something obscene like "WS?"

Getting back to the original
question: "How do I run my new
programs?" You will have to .look at
the directory of your disk (DIR<CR»
and look for the following file types:
COM, CQM, CZM, OBJ, OQJ, OZJ.
Suppose that the program you find is
named "JUNQUE." If you find
"JUNQUE.COM," all you have to do
is type "JUNQUE<CR>" from the
CP/M prompt and the program will
run. If you find"JUNQUE.OBJ," you
will have to rename it (REN JUNQUE
.COM=JUNQUE.OBJ<CR». Then
you have a file called "JUNQUE
.COM," which you can run. The
CQM and OQJ types are "squeezed"
versions of COM and OBJ types. You
need a program like USQ.COM or
NSWEEP.COM to "unsqueeze" them.
Then proceed as before with the
unsqueezed file. CZM and OZJ are the
"crunched"versions of COM and OBJ.
The program UNCR.COM will
"uncrunch" them. Why all this
renaming, squeezing and crunching?
The renaming of COM files to OBJ
files came from the Remote CP/M
(RCP/M) systems that are available
over the phone lines. It was instituted
as a protection for the system
operators (SYSOPs) so that someone
couldn't upload a COM file and then
run it. You can imagine what some
sickie could do it he could put his own
operating program into someone else's
system. Squeezing and crunching came
about to save disk space. These are
just two different methods of storing a
file on a disk in such a manner that it
doesn't use as much space. How many

of us ever have as much disk space as
we want?

I mentioned that CP/M is a disk
operating system. Actually CP/M
consists of three parts: the Rasic Input
Qutput ,System (BIOS), the Rasic ,Qisk
Operating S.,ystem (BDOS) and the
C.onsole C.ommand E,rocessor (CCP).
This modular approach to an operating
system was quite a conceptual break
through. Prior to CP/M, most
operating systems were designed with
a particular machine in mind. As a
result, programs written for Ataris
couldn't be run on Commodores or
Apples, even though they all used the
same CPU (a 6502-in my opinion
the best of the 8-bit microprocessors).

The creators of CP/M said to
themselves (software types talk to
themselves a lot!), "We'll design a
generic operating system around an
Intel 8080 and make it easy for the
user (or manufacturer) to interface it
with his particular machine." Hence
the modular approach. Only the BDOS
and the CCP are supplied by Digital
Research.

The CCP is that part of CP/M that
allows you to enter commands from
the keyboard. It also contains the
resident commands. The interesting
thing about the CCP is that it is only
needed when you are commanding the
operating system to do something
from the keyboard. Once you have
loaded a program, it is no longer
needed. Quite often programmers make
use of this by using the memory area
where the CCP resides for their own
program. (In CP/M 3, Digital
Research took this to its logical
conclusion and made the CCP a·
separate program like any other
program.) This means, however, that
it is necessary to reload the CCP
whenever a program is done running.
This is done by a process called a
"warm boot." You can also force a
"warm boot" from the CP/M prompt
by typing a Control-C ("C). A· warm
boot· does more tha·n just reload the
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Morrow CP/M and MSDOS Software

CUSTOM PROGRAM HOUSE
Banner Plus $ 37.95 $ 18.95
- Use any printer to print you own huge banners & messages

Product Description
If you need to write, or want to write clearly, your computer and the software program

Punctuation and Style can help you get there faster. It improves, clarifies, and enriches your
writing by identifying sentences with misused, redundant, faulty, cliched, or erroneous phrases,
and shows you how to improve them. It helps you rewrite and check your work by quickly
marking and annotating your files for easy correction. In addition to computer-fast identification
of awkward, muddy, pompous, and wordy sentence structure, it also finds missing or improper
punctuation, unbalanced quotes, wrong abbreviations, faulty capitalizations, and much more.
Punctuation and Style actually improves your writing by mercilessly pointing out grammatical
errors. After afew weeks with Oasis System's Punctuation and Style your writing is bound to
become more dynamic, expressive, and honest. In time, you'll stop worrying about grammar and
work on projecting ideas instead. After all, that's what writing is about.

Punctuation and Style makes writing and rewriting much easier. The list price of Punctuation and
Style is $125. Central's price is $95. Experience the power of this valuable "Punctuation
Checking and Writing Improvement Software" yourself. Order today to get this program fast.

Do You Wish Writing Were Easier?

$ 42.00
$ 42.00
$ 69.00
$ 69.00

$ 58.00
$ 44.00
$ 29.00

$ 64.00

List Central

$ 49.95
$ 49.95
$ 75.00
$ 75.00

$ 74.95

$ 69.95
$ 49.95
$ 34.00

Training software.
Speeds learning.
Gives fast results.

ATI TRAINING SOFTWARE
CP/M
MBasic
Multiplan
Wardstar

BORLAND INTERNATiONAL
urbo Pascal 3.0
urbo Datebase Toolbox
urbo Tutor, Step by Step

CDE SOFTWARE
Checks & Balances, Home Acc! Pak

Central Computer Products

SOFTAIDS
MTBasic Compiler $ 49.95 $ 47.00
- Powerful language lets you build windows into your programs

MYCROFTS LABS
Mite Communications $150.00 $109.00

OASIS SYSTEMS
The Word Plus $150.00 $109.00

PLU·PERFECT SYSTEMS
Date Stamper, General CP/M $ 49.00 $ 43.00

SAN FRANCISCO COMP
Power! $149.00 $ 99.00
DocuPower! $149.00 $ 99.00

3.50

, $
Total

Sub Total

Postage & Handling

CA Resident 6% Tax

Morrow Model _

FIRM
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE

© 1986 Central Computer Products

Full Power Computing
On Your Morrow

D Phone':. (

D Check enclosed D Money Order enclosed

D Visa/Mastercard # _

D American Express Card #-_'~ ~---_

Exp. Date Sig.

N~me '---'- _

Address _~-~-------------

City c. State Zip _

Credit Card phone orders accepted. Call toll free.
To order by mail use coupon, letter, or photo copy. Thank you.

T/Maker Integrated is a highly acclaimed
powerhouse program that can turn your CP/M
Morrow into a computing workhorse. At fast,
you can enjoy productive computing like never
before. Imagine doing full-featured word
processing, relational database management,
spreadsheet analysis, horizontal bar chart
graphics, and checking your spelling all within
the same program. No more switching back and
forth between barely compatible programs to
accomplish these simple tasks. T/Maker
Integrated is universally acknowledged as a
unique integrpted software system that is just
plain easy to learn. There is an alternative to
doing things the hard way. T/Maker can putthe
hidden and largely untapped power of your
Morrow at your command. T/Maker Integrated
is regularly $450. Central is proud to offer this
outstanding multi-function package for the low,
low price of $189. Yes, this includes the entire
feature-packed T/Maker package, so please treat
yourself to this excellent super productive
software today. Feel the power of true software
integration on your Morrow. Order today.

CENTRAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS
330 Central Avenue, Dept. MR6

Fillmore, 'California' 93015JI
(805) 524-4189

~ Dear Central,
~ Please send me the items listed below. I want· fast,
gfriendly service. I understand that if I order 2 or more
:items from this page I will receive the $16.95 book The
: Compleat Morrow Micro Decision free. My check, money
:order, or card number is enclosed. Thank you.

Description Price

•••

t Includes Parents' & Teachers' manual.

Software to Boost
and Keep High Scores

Now you can help your child boost or
maintain his grades. It's easy. Resource
Software International's educational programs
are specially made to help kids rocket to the
top and stay there.

Imagine this. If properly prepared, your boy
or girl can be accepted by the college of your
choice - no matter how many other students
are clamoring for admission. RSI software is
created by educators. It lets the child choose
the pace of instruction. Challenging computer
assisted learning at its best. Available for both
CP/M and MSDOS computers. The list price of
these programs is $39.95 each. Central's price
is only $37 each. Three for $99. Fun, .
educational, and easy to use. Order today.

Description t Grade Level

Let's Have Fun Counting 1-3
Let's Have Fun Subtracting 1-3
Funzeez 2-5
Learning and Using Fractions 5-7
Learning and Using Decimals 5-7
Vocab Building 4-7
Letter Writing 6-8
Algebra 8-college
Trigonometry 8-college
Geometry 8-college
Elementary Chemistry 8-college
Basic Inorganic Terminology 8-college
Chemical Symbols 8-college
Metrics 7-college
High School Entrance Exam 6-8
SAT Super Score Builder 10-12

Decision Analyst. Helps you make
decisions where from 2 to 12 alternatives
exist. Can save a business or build one.
Professional printed reports. Powerful helper.
Use it to makediHicult career decisions too.
Decision Analyst makes complex decision
making easier. Consultants charge hefty fees
for doing what this program does
automatically. Program and tutorial $129.
DateStamper. Date and time stamp all
your files. Know exactly when you last
worked a file. Organize your record keeping.
Prove to the IRS that you use your
computer in business. $42.
Word Finder. Puts 90,000 synonyms at
your fingertips. Works from within WordStar.
So, easy and helpful it's amazing. Puts
thousands of .words on the tip of your
tongue right before your eyes. At your
request, synonyms instantly appears along
top of screen. Place the cursor on the word
you want to see in your file. Hit the return
key. The word in top of the screen replaces
the word in your file automatically. $69.
FontStar. Prints bright WordStar. Makes
Epson or compatible a super dot'matrix.
Comes with 16 predesigned fonts. Make
your own too. Near typeset quality. $49.

Software in Review

$249.00
$145.00

$ 43.00
$ 37.00
$ 39.00
$ 37.00
$ 34.00
$ 39.00

$47.00
$47.00

$ 48.00

$ 49.95

$ 49.95

$ 79.00
$ 79.00
$ 69.00
$ 79.00
$ 89.00
$ 99.00
$189.00

$235.00

$ 22.00
$ 29.95
$ 27.00
$ 45.00
$ 54.00

$149.00

$ 69.00
$ 24.00
$ 46.00

$ 59.00
$ 89.00
$ 89.00
$129.00

$ 49.95
$ 49.95
$ 12.00

$ 89.00
$ 29.00
$ 49.95

$180.00

•••

DIGITAL MARKETING/PRO TEM
Bibliography $ 99.00
Footnote and Pair * $ 99.00
Grammatik * $ 75.00
Index * $ 99.00
Milestone, Project Planner $ 99.00
Notebook $150.00
Writer's Pak - includes $250.00

all * products and Random House Checker
- Call for prices on all other DM or PT products

FYI,INC.
FYI 3000 $295.00
SuperFile with Sort & Merge $195.00
- Free form textual matter database managers
- Index material spread over 255 diskettes

INFOCOM
Deadline . $ 49.95
Hitch Hikers Guide to the Galaxy $ 39.95
Infidel $ 44.95
Witness $ 39.95
Zork I $ 39.95
Zark II & III each $ 44.95
- Call for prices on all other Infoc~m products

MENDOCINO SOFTWARE
Eureka, Disk Cataloger $ 50.00
- Helps you tag, catalog, and find your files instantly

MICROSOLUTIONS
Uniform MD2 $ 69.95

Reads 32 + computer formats
Uniform MD3, 5, 11 $ 69.95

Reads 90 + computer formats

SOFTCRAFT
Fancy Font

SOFTWARE'RESEARCH TECH
dFastest, dBase 33 times faster sort
Touch. 'n'Go, Typing Tutor
SmartKey and Free Screen Smarts

SOFTWARE TOOLWORKS
Eliza $ 24.94
MyChess $ 34.95
Word Wiggle . $ 29.95
C/80 $ 49.95
Reading Professor, Speed Read $ 59.95
- Call for prices on all other Toolworks products

SORCIM
SuperCalc 2 $295.00

TELION SOFTWARE
Free Filer $ 49.95
Language Tutor, Teaching Tool $ 49.95

UNISON WORLD
PrintMaster Graphics 111 pics
Art Gallery I Graphics 140 pics
Creative PrintMaster book $ 13.95
- Get Creative book free with purchase of both

Hardware
Data Spec - Printer and Data Switch Boxes

RS232 1 input - 2 output $ 69.00
RS 232 1 input - 3 output $ 99.00
Centronics 1 input - 2 output $ 99.00
Centronics 1 input - 3 output $150.00

SWP MICROCOMPUTER PROD
256k CoPower-88 Plus $350.00 $339.00
- Plus boards are expandable up 2 megabytes
- RAM disk. Just add PCDOS to get an MSDOS computer

Diskettes
3M SSDD MD2 diskettes la/box $ 12.95
3M DSDD MD 3, 5, 11 lO/box $ 15.00
3M Head Cleaning Kit $ 32.00 $ 21.95
Prices, specifications, and offers subject to change without notice.



Write-Hand-Man™ Desk.Accessories.for CPfMTh!
Multi-programming power!

The first desk accessory package for CP/M! The only desk
accessory package that can be augmented by the user! The
smallest desk accessory package for CP/M (as small as 3.5K).
Supports all CP/M 2.2 computers, many CP/M 3.0 computers,
and all ZRDOSTM systems.

Ted Silveira called Write-Rand-Man "Almost a Sidekick for CP/M"

Write-Rand-Man brings the power of multiprogramming to CP/M. No longer do you
have to leave Wordstar™ to do a few calculations or look up a phone number. Type a
single key on the keyboard and the Write-Rand-Man window pops open. Select one of
10 distributed applications or one of your own. When you have finished, a single key
takes you back to Wordstar. Now includes a keyboard extender, cut and paste, and
complete program swap with near simultaneous execution of two CP/M applications.

Write-Rand-Man loads in the upper portion of your computer's memory and does not
interfere with your CP/M software in any way. Now you can have the power of
Sidekick™ on your CP/M machine. Stop using slips of paper for notes. Don't clutter
your desk with phonebooks, appointment calendars, and calculators. Clear the swamp
and get Write-Rand-Man™ to organize your desk.

----- ZIP _

Notepad: Edit notes with a subset of Wordstar.
Each notepad page is 32 columns by 8 lines.
Jump to any page directly. Cut and Paste moves
data into applications. Print pages.
Calendar: Make appointments and check next
week's schedule. Two week appointment book
lets you plan your time. Print pages.

Put life back into your CP/M
computer. Get Write-Hand-Man.

$49 95 Plustax(CAresidents)
• Foreign add $5

~~o credit cards. COD add $2. Ship within
7 days. 30 day money back guarantee

Trademarks: Write-Rand-Man - Poor Person Software,
Wordstar - Micropro, Sidekick - Borland International,
ZRDOS - Echelon

Phonebook: Look up and dial phone numbers.
Print phonebook pages. Holds 130 or 400
numbers. Print pages.

Dir: View the directory of any disk.
View: View text files. Cut data from the file
and paste into your editor, spreadsheet, Notepad
or Calculator

Order Form: Mail to

Poor Person Software
3721 Starr King Circle Dept 221
Palo Alto, CA 94306 (415) 493-3735

Name

C'"'ff r "" "" Address --------
Y M J..J. 0

ZRDOS

CP/M 3.0 D
Disk Format _



From Morrow to Mac
How to make Morrow WordStar files digestable by

Macintosh MS Word

by Sypko Andreae

Apple's Macintosh computer is one
of the best machines to use for desktop
publishing these days. It has several
programs available for formatting and
editing text, which allows you to
choose from many type sizes and
fonts. In quite a few cities you can find
copy shops that have several
Macintoshes hooked together with one
or two laser printers, which can
produce typeset text on 8-1/2 by 11
inch sheets, with a quality that comes
close to what any typesetting shop can .
provide. This helps in saving
typesetting expenses, and it makes for
more flexibility in the production of a
newsletter or magazine.

In Berkeley we are spoiled by
having six copy shops that have Macs
and laser printers for rent. They charge
$5-6 per hour to rent a Mac, and the
copies produced by the laser printer
cost an additional 30¢ per sheet. These
shops have a variety of programs
available to treat your text with, from
a text-processor like MicroSoft Word
to true desktop-pubishing programs
like PageMaker or ReadySetGo. The
only problem with the copy shops is
that they are busy, noisy and crowded.
It nearly wore out your· managing
editor during our first try at producing

a typeset magazine. Now MOR has a
Macintosh in the office, and we use
the copy shops only for quick visits to
print out on a laser printer what we
have wrought on a floppy with our
Mac in the office.

But how do you get Morrow
WordStar files inside a Macintosh in
such a way that MicroSoft Word or
PageMaker can deal with them? There
are several problems to solve. First,
you have to figure out how to to get
the files accross. Then you have to
choose appropriate modem programs.
Finally, you have to worry about the
incompatibility between WordStar
files and MicroSoft Word files.

Connecting the Computers

File transfer via floppies is ruled
out because the Morrows have 5.25
inch floppies and Macs have 3.5-inch
disks, thus being hopelessly
incompatible. The most suitable way
to transfer files in this case is through
a cable connecting the serial ports,
using modem programs. The cable is
rather special. You can it make
yourself or you can buy it at a store.
We used the latter approach and wound
up having to use two cables and a null

modem. A null modem is nothing
more then an adapter, needed in our
case to swap, the lines of pins 2 and 3
on the DB-25 connector side, to
overcome an oddity in the serial port
of the Morrow. Refer to the cable
diagrams on the next page.

The female connectors are drawn as
they appear when you look right at
them. The following cable diagram
assumes that the internal jumpers of
the serial port of the Morrow have not
been changed from the factory setting.

OIN-8 08-9 OB-25 08-25
M

M 6 -------- 8 -------- 1 -------- 1 ()

A 5 -------- 5 -------- 3 -------- 2 R
C 3 -------- 9 -------- 2 -------- 3 R

4 -------- 3 -------- 7 -------- 7 ()
cable cable null W

O.5ft 6 ft modem

The 6-foot-Iong "Mac-modem"
cable and the very short "DIN-8 to DB
9" cable are available in most
computer stores that carry Macs. The
DIN-8 connector is small and round
and plugs into the modem port of the
Macintosh Plus. If you have a
Macintosh 512, then you don't need
the short adapter cable, because this
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PageMaker files. WordStar files are
not pure ASCII text files. (ASCII is
the term used for a set of rules,
including what character is represented
by what binary code in each byte.)

OH-9

4

•o

•
3

•
7

•
2

;.
6

•
OIN-8

program written by Dennis Brothers
and sold by Software Ventures
Corporation, which happens to be
right around the comer from the MOR
office. When we knocked on their door

older Mac model already has a DB-9
modem port connector. You can put
the null modem together without tools
by using a little kit such as Inmac's
EAr Line-Link (which can be ordered
by calling Inmac at 408/737-7777 and
asking for their product #308). To
make things even' more complicated,
sometimes a store will sell you a Mac
modem cable inside of which the lines
connected to pins 2 and 3 of the DB-25
connector have already been swapped.
In this case you, don't need a null
modem at all. But unless you are
lucky on the first try, you may have to
do some experimenting.

2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12• • • • • • • • • • •14 1S 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24• • • • • • • • • • •
06-25

null
modem

The other problem that needs to be
dealt with is the differing natures of
WordStar files and MicroSoft Word or

MORROW

DB-25 08-25

WordS tar files contain control
characters and' use-when writen in
Document mode-the 8th bit in the
last byte of a word or line to help
WordStar do its formatting magic.
Under the ASCII rules that 8th bit,
when used, is not, legal, and often
causes havoc in text processors used to
normal ASCII text.

If you read a WordStar file with
MicroSoft Word, you get the most
remarkable display effects on the Mac
screen. The text is somewhat
recognizable but has a sprinkling of
strange symbols mixed within it-lots
of squares, stars and even little men!
This is caused by that 8th bit sticking
up once in a while. To remove the 8th

6 foot cable

06-9

n 0.5 fOO.t "
MAC. 9J ,.•,. !

DIN-8

Resolving Incompatibilty
Between WS and MS Word
Files

to explain our file transfer problems,
they were most helpful in showing us
how to go about solving them and
even provided us with a copy of their
program. Next day we were back with
a portable MD3 to learn all we could
about. interconnecting the computers
and running the program. As always,
once you know how to do it, it is very
simple, but. before that....

Selecting Modem
Programs

Modem programs are needed to
ensure proper transfer of files, because
they have special code built into them
that perfonns synchronization and·error
checking. But you don't need modems,
which are only needed when distances
are large and you need the telephone
network to help make the connection.
In our case we are using direct cabling
between the serial ports of the two
machines, and we bypass the modems
and the phone altogether. The error
checking is valuable because there
could be a "glitch" on the line that
could mutilate a character of a file.
These programs can· detect that error
and send that piece of file across again.
The synchronization makes sure that
the sending computer does not
transmit faster than the receiving
computer can take it in.

The modem programs we chose
were MicroPhone for the Mac and
IMP224 for the Morrow. What these
programs have in common is the
XMODEM file transfer protocol. This
protocol involves a.handshaking sys
tem to take care of the synchronization
and error checking. A file's data are
sent a block at a time. The blocks are
128 or 1,024 bytes long. The baud rate
we use is 9,600.

MicroPhone is a quite sophisticated
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bit, the WordStar file needs to be
"filtered,'.' which means that the file
has to undergo a process whereby all
those illegal characters are replaced by
legal ASCII characters. Once this is
done, the text-processors used by the
rest of the world can deal with the file
without further problems.

To filter a WordStar file, this is
what you do: Open the file in
WordStar on the Morrow and make
sure that there is one blank line
between each paragraph, then format
the whole file without right adjust.
Next use the program HARDSOFf to
filter out the control characters and get
rid of the 8th bit in those bytes where
one exists. HARDSOFT (or HS) is
available on FLOB/AUG85 #1, and
here is what you see if you run it:

A>HS FILENAME.TYP

.. HARDSOFT (version 1.1) by
Kenneth M. Toy.••

File read completed, hardening
completed, output completed.

The output file is FILENAME
.HRD, named thus because you have
just "hardened" WordStar's "soft"
carriage returns. But now you have a
file with "hard" carriage returns
terminating every line. This won't do,
because the Mac programs don't want
to see any carriage returns within a
paragraph at all; otherwise, their
formatting schemes won't work. That's
why you have to transform your
WordStar file into a file consisting of
paragraphs with all the carriage returns
removed. You can use WordStar itself
to accomplish this by finding and
replacing all sequences of
"<SPACE><CARRIAGE RETURN>
<UNE FEED>" with"< SPACE>" only.
Then the only thing you need to
remember is that in WordStar's (but
not in NewWord's!) Find-and-Replace
feature ("QA), a carriage return can be
specified as APAM and a line feed
character as APAJ. It is wise to use
WordStar here in Non-Document mode

(N) to avoid creating any more illegal
ASCn characters.

Here is the complete receipe:

FILENAME. TYP:

1. In WS (D mode), get rid of
justification:

"01 (if necessary)
"QBB

2. At A>, harden file:
HS FILENAME.TYP

FILENAME.HRD:

1. In WS (N mode), get rid of hard
carriage returns:

"QA
FIND: <SPACE>"P"M"P"1
REPLACE WITH: <SPACE>
OPTIONS: ON (then hit
<ESC> for speed)

This trick leaves the carriage returns
between paragraphs intact, so you
don't lose what you want to keep. The
file FILENAME.HRD is the one· that
appears to WordStar as if every
paragraph consists of one very long
line. The file is now ready for transfer
to the Mac.

Transferring the File

MicroPhone is such a sophisticated
program that it is almost embarrassing
to use it for such mundane processes
as file transfer. It is also so simple to
use that you might completely forget
to read the well-written manual. You
feed the proper floppy to the Mac and
MicroPhone comes up. Instead of the
keyboard, you use the mouse to move
the cursor around the screen. With the
mouse, you can pull down menus and
select items by "clicking" at them
(pushing a button on the mouse while
the'screen cursor points at what you
want).

Now you have to make sure the
settings in MicroPhone are correct for
what you want to do. Pull down the

"Settings" menu and click on the item
"Communications." Here, select 9,600
baud, 8 bits per character, no parity
and the modem port for the
connection. Then, in the same
"Settings" menu, click on item "File
Transfer," where you enable X-On/X
Off pacing (so the transfer will not go
too fast for the receiving computer),
ask it to save the file as an MS Word
file, enable XMODEM CRC (a good
choice for error checking), enable
MacBinary, enable YMODEM and
enable lK XMODEM.

Next thing is to check whether you
have a good communication connec
tion. Make sure the special cable is
connected and start IMP244 in the
Morrow, leaving it in Terminal mode
or, better still, in Echo mode. In the
Mac, the program MicroPhone is
already in terminal mode. Type a few
characters on either machine." What
you type should appear on both
screens.

Ready for file transfer? Then let's
move FILENAME.HRD from the
Morrow to the Mac.

At the Mac, pull MicroPhone's
"File Transfer" m'enu down and click
on "Select Receive Volume," which
displays another menu that enables
you to select the proper Mac disk drive
so that the received file winds up on
the disk you want. At the Morrow, tell
IMP244 to send the file:

A>COMMAND:S FILENAME.HRD

Back at the Mac, pull down the
"File Transfer" menu again and click
on "Receive XMODEM," after which
you can sit back and watch the blocks
of data being counted as they zip by at
9,600 baud. MicroPhone then asks
you to enter the file name
(FILENAME.HRD), and this is pos
sibly the first time you have touched
the Mac's keyboard.

Now that the file transfer is
complete, check the file with MS
Word to see if it looks all right. If it
does, you're done. n
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Writing with SmartKey
Increase your writing and editing productivity with key macros

by Stuart Froman

Key macros, those joys of the efficiently minded, are as
personal as whatever gets typed. Only part of the purpose in
sharing SmartKey II definitions is providing already tested
macros. More important is exposure to the way others have
logically adapted their systems to personal needs-perhaps
generating new ideas.

I am a writer and writing consultant, working with files
from 2 to 30K on an MD2 (Rev. 1 ROM) and Freedom 50
terminal with WordStar. Fast cursor movements, deletions,
reformattings, and text movements are essential. The
following definitions-and redefinitions-have evolved over
nearly three years, and significantly speed up my editing. I
have not included many of the more common definitions
(save and resume, save and print) because these have been
published often.

I have not added spaces to the definition strings (which is
done in some articles for ease in reading) because some
definitions require spaces. The brackets "<" and ">" are
what SmartKey II uses to enclose keys and definitions and
should not be entered as part of a definition string. Note
that AM = a <RETURN>, A[ = <ESCAPE>, and B: = B drive.

Keyboard Layout

The first thing I realized when I got SmartKey II was
that I would be able to rework WordS tar's awkward
keyboard layout. It took perhaps three days to get
accustomed to the new layout.

<'> redefined to <APS> (underline)-My very
first redefinition: assign UNDERLINE ON/OFF to the grave

Stuart Froman is a writing instructor and freelance
writer/editor in the San Francisco Bay Area. He is also a
writing consultant for Clear Communication.
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accent ("'") key. Think about it. How many times do you
toggle underline? How many times do you type a II' "? (I use
the supershift grave accent to type a grave accent.)

<AN> redefined to <AX> (line down)
<AU> redefined to <AE> (line up)
<AJ> redefined to <AD> (char right)

I especially hated the left-hand stretch for the control key
and cursor diamond, so now the diamond is under my right
hand with AH as a backspace, and AU, AJ, and AN. The usual
functions of these keys have been left to the supershift or
transferred to other keys. (AJ is assigned to .AJ, AU is
assigned to .AU, and insert a line (AN) is assigned to AX.)

AU (line up)
(char left) AH AJ (char right)

AN (line down)

<AA> redefined to <AQS> (screen left)
<AS> redefined to <AA> (word left)
<AD> redefined to <AF> (word right)
<AF> redefined to <AQD> (screen right)
<AE> redefined to <AQe> (top of screen)
<"V> redefined to <AQX> (bottom screen)
<A A> (CLR/HOME) redefined to <AV> (delete

line)

The left hand now punches instead of holds down:
"A AS AD AF

screen'left word left word right screen right
I almost never used TOP OF SCREEN and BOTTOM OF

SCREEN until I reassigned them. Now I use them often,
leaping instantaneously around the screen-and because I've
reassigned DELETE LINE to the <CLR!HOME> key, I never
accidentally delete a line when all I want is a word (AT).

<AL> redefined to <AV> (insert)
<AV> redefined to <AL> (find again)



I toggle INSERT frequently, but rarely issue a FIND AGAIN,
so I switched "V and "L, Now INSERT is right there under a
waiting finger (admittedly, not much use to the hunt-and
peck typist).

Editing

Editing often requires re-ordering of text. The following
macros move text to the end of the file, then return the
cursor to the origin of the move. You can, for example,
brainstorm a list, then alphabetize it or organize it by
sending each line to the end of the file in the order you
want.

<"Qc"Kv"Qv>-MOYES any already BLOCKED text to
end of file and RESUMES (change "Kv to "Kc to COpy to
end).

<"Qs"Kb"X"Kk"Qc"Kv"Qv>-BLOCKS and MOYES
line to end of file and RESUMES (change "Kv to "Kc to
COpy to end).

<"Qs"Kb"Qf"N "["Kk"Qc"Kv"Qv>-From the first
line of a paragraph, BLOCKS and MOYES paragraph to end
of file and RESUMES (change "Kv to "Kc to COPY to end).

<"Qs"Kb"X"Kk>-BLOCKS a line.
<"Qs"Kb"Qf"N "["Kk>-BLOCKS a paragraph.
One of my favorites: <" B "Q p>-This key auto

matically REFORMS a paragraph and returns the cursor. If,
as I do, you butcher your paragraphs with insertions and
deletions, this lets you continually REFORM and keep
working-an incredible time saver.

These have made life simpler in all sorts of ways:

<"Qr"Qf@"[>-FINDS an "@" anywhere in a
document. If I'm editing a long file,' and want to check
something at the beginning or end, or am ready to quit for
the day, I simply type an "@." When I want to continue,
even the next day, I use this key. If you want, you can add a
""G" (delete character) to the end of this definition and
automatically delete the "@."

<"A"T>-DELETES a word to the left-the last word
typed-a definite Wordstar oversight! (There is even a space
in the WordStar Manual "summary of commands" where it
should have gone!)

<"Qf"N "Mb"M"D"D"D"D"D"D>-Sends the cursor
to the beginning of a paragraph.

<"Q"Q"Y>-Automatically repeats DELETE LINE.
Much quicker than blocking for three or four lines.

<e"Ph"Pt'''Pt>-Types an "e" with an acute accent: e.

Paging in WordStar

This is a paging system that works very much like the
paging system on the Wang Word Processor. It works best
for long, double-spaced files, such as manuscripts prepared
for submission.

Because I did not trust WordStar to put page breaks in
the proper places for polished manuscripts, I use a ".PA" to
force page breaks exactly where I want them. I can then use
WordStar's FIND command to find pages.

<"Qf"N"M52"M"D>-FINDS the 52nd "N. Along with
the next key, used to enter a .PA for each page.

<.PA>-After moving your cursor to where you want

the page break, this key enters the .PA. If single spacing,
you'll have to insert a line.

<" X "Qf.PA" [>-Once all the .PAs are in, this key
goes to the next page.

<"E"E"Qf.PA"Mb"M"X>-This key goes to the
previous page.

<"Qr"Qf.PA"M><"M"E"Qf.Pa"Mb"M"X>-This
key waits for you to enter a number and then automatically
goes to that page number. The second FIND sequence in this
definition is needed because when you find the second .PA
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(page 2) you are at the end of Page 2 and must go back to
the previous .PA. (Note that this definition requires a
"pause." When entering the definition, you must hit the
SETUP KEY once after the first AM, then resume entering the
definition.)

<"Qa.Pa"M"Mng"M>-GLOBALLY DELETES the
.PAs.

"Temp" File System

These allow me to READ, WRITE, and PRINT a file called
"temp"-making possible easier movement of information
between files. If you've had to do this, you know how
cumbersome it is. This system, however, makes it seem
almost automated, at least much less painful and clumsy.

<"KwB:temp"M>-WRlTES BLOCKED text to a
"temp" file.

<"KwB:temp"M"KpB:temp"[>-WRITES and PRI
NTS the "temp" file. Great for printing a section of a longer
file.

<"KrB:temp"M>-READS a "temp" file.
<"KjB:temp"M>-DELETESa "temp" file from inside

another file.
<"KyB:temp"M>-DELETES a "temp" file from the

"No-File Menu."

Again, these definitions reflect my wordprocessing
needs. I hope you'll find them useful, or that they'll give
you some ideas for speeding up your own tasks. n

© 1986 by Stuart Froman. All Rights Reserved.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, IN CALIF. CALL:
1-800-232-111040"

• 1O-Minute Entry
Calculation, Print Out

• Complete Returns on Your
Own Personal Computer
- No Waiting Timel

Your Fastest, Easiest Tax Preparation Program
NO TURNAROUND TIME 1(J~~?t~
TAXWORKS gives you fast. accurate personal federal and adb' Q~~~
California returns when and where you need them. Imag- ~

Ine what th.iS will mean. in APrl.1: you'll handle last-minute . '..' 1. )jfj)
returns and changes on-time. You'll file fewer extensions I::J. -, ,... _. .....,!

and corrections. Your clients Will get faster refunds. -=-------~~~I ~ ~_ '?"';-~

- i!i~~

__________$175.

PROFESSIONAL FEDERAL ONLY $400,

PROFESSIONAL FEDERAL & CALIF. $500.

SELF· EMPLOYED

INDIVIDUAL - $100.

EOUIPMENT REOUIRED
IBM-PC. MS-DOS or CP/M-80
Computers. 80 Column Printer

GOODBYE TO SERVICE BUREAUS
You'll save money ifyou're now using a service bureau. And
instead of waiting for pickups and deliveries, you can run a
return in 10 minutes at any time of day ... or night. If you
now prepare returns manually. TAXWORKS will turn out
more returns In less time, With greater accuracy ... and a lot
less aggravationl

THE 10-MINUTE 1040
TAXWORKS™
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•In a Word?
Patching NewWord to include punctuation marks as part ofwords

by Bill Steele

Figure 1

Area Listing at the back of your
NewWord manual-it's on page C-24
of my Vert 1.17 manual and on page
25 of the supplementary booklet that
came with my upgrade to Vert 2. In
case you don't have your manual
handy, we're reproducing the table here
as Figure 1.

The numbers in the first column are
the addresses at which the table is
stored. Shown are the addresses for
Ver. 2.xx; in Vert l.xx the first
address is 06D5. The second column
shows the hex numbers that are stored
at each address (taking two at a time to
make a neater display). The fourth

Bill Steele is a freelance writer,
specializing in science, medicine and
technology. He also writes the "From
the Mailbox" columnfor MOR.

column shows the binary numbers that
are equivalent to the hex numbers. The
last column is to remind you where
you are in the table.

This is an example of what's called
"bit-mapping," and it could be a little
confusing because you're probably
used to the idea that a two-digit hex
number represents one character in the
ASCII code. Here, each digit of each
binary number stands for one character.
Sixteen binary numbers with eight
digits each can represent the entire
128-character ASCII code. A great
space-saver, which works because we
only want to store one piece of

Codes OOIl to OFIl
Codes lOll to 1FH
Codes20H to 2FH
Codes 30H to 3FH
Codes 40H to 4FIl
Codes SOH to 51"Il
Codes 60H to 6FIl
Codes 70H. to 7FH
Codes 80H to 8FH
Codes 90H to 9FH
Codes AOH to AFH
Codes BOH to BFH
Codes COH to CFH
Codes DOH toD1"H
Codes EOH to EFH
Codes FOH to FFH

01234567 89ABCDEF
oOOOOOOOB,OOOOOOOOB
oOOOOOOOB,OOOOOOOOB
oOOOOOOOB,OOOOOOOOB
11111111 B, 11000000B
01111111B ,11111111B
ll111111B,11100000B
01111111B,11111111B
l1111111B,11100000B
oOOOOOOOB,OOOOOOOOB
oOOOOOOOB,OOOOOOOOB
OOOOOOOOB,OOOOOOOOB
11111111B,11000000B
01111111B,11111111B
11111111B,11100000B
01111111 B, 11111111 B
11111111B,11100000B

LGLCHR:: ;
OB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

00 00
00 00
00 00
FF CO
7F FF
1"1" EO
71" FF
FF EO
00 00
00 00
00 00
FF CO
7F FF
FF EO
7F FF
1"F EO

0605
0605
0607
0609
060B
0600
0601"
06El
06E3
06E5
06E7
06E9
06EB
06ED
06E1"
OhFI
ll61" 1

One of the first things we noticed
about NewWord was that it handled
punctuation marks differently from
WordStar. In WordStar, if you use AT
to delete the last word in a sentence,
the period, question mark or
exclamation point disappears along
with the word; in NewWord, the
quotation mark just sits there, and you
have to hit AT again to get rid of it.
Ditto for commas, semicolons, etc.
When you're moving the cursor with
AA or AF, it jumps to the punctuation
mark and stops, instead of going past
it. Some people found this an
improvement, others a nuisance. Well,
like almost everything else in
NewWord, as at Burger King, you can
have it your way.

NewWord contains a table that tells
it which characters are to be considered ~

part of a word and which aren't. You ~

can change this table with DDT or ~
through. the Special Patches menu of f
NWINSTAL, at the label LGLCHR. 3

/il"
There's a copy of the table in the User ~"

:::0

~

~
~
ijf
g>

~
iD
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Code Code
OOH .QEH
0000000000000000

/\@ /\A /\B f.C /\D /\E /\F AG /\H /\1 /\J /\K /\L /\M /\N /I()

Code
1QH
00000000000000

/\P f\Q /\R /\S /\T /\U /\V /\W /\X /\Y /\2 fI{ /\\ /\]

information about each character, a
"yes" or "no." If the digit representing
a particular character is a "1," then
NewWord will treat that character as
"legal," Le., part of a word. If the digit
is a "0," the character will be
considered separate.

Figure 2 may make this a little
clearer. It shows just the center part of
the table spread out, with the character
represented by each digit directly
beneath it. (Actually, this is just the
top half of the table; we'll get to the
bottom half later.) This is shown the
way NewWord comes to you, with

just the upper- and lowercase letters
and the numbers 0-9 "legal" and
represented by Is.

Now, to make other characters
legal, just change the digits that
represent them to Is. For instance, to
make the exclamation point, single
and double-quotes legal, change the
third binary number down in the left
hand column to 01100001. If you
write a lot about money and want to
include the dollar and percent signs,
the number would become 01101101.

I decided to add all normal
punctuation marks, including paren-

Code

.1fH
o 0
M /\

theses and brackets, but left out the
hyphen so that NewWord would treat
each half of a hyphenated word
separately. I also added /\S, because I do
a lot of underlining. If you decide to
include practically everything, be sure
to leave out the space and carriage
return characters, or the cursor will
jump a whole file at a time.

Once you've picked out the
characters you want and made a new
list of binary numbers, you have to
convert them to their hex equivalents
and patch the hex numbers in at the
appropriate addresses. Fortunately, the
conversion is easy to do, even if you
don't understand binary arithmetic. It
turns out that each binary number can
be broken into two four-digit parts,
and each part converts to a single digit
of a two-digit hex number, as shown
in Figure 3.

So, for instance, the two binary
numbers we used as examples above
break down like this:

Code

2m:i
00000000

<S'>! # $ % &

code

2W
o 0 0 0 0 00 0
() + /

0110 0001
\ I
61

0110 1101
\ I
6D

Continued on p. 47

Figure 3

Code

3JH
1 1 1 1 1 1
o 1 2 3 4 5

Code
m

o 1 1 1 1 1
@ ABC D E

Code
~

1 1 1 1 1 1
P Q R STU

Code

&i
o 1 1 1

abc d e

Code
ZQl:I

1 1 1 1 1 1
P q stu
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111 1
6 7 8 9

1 1 1 1
F G H J

1 1 1 1
V W X Y

1 1 1 1 1
f g h j

1 1 1
v w x y

Figure 2

o

z

Code

.3W
o 0 0 0 0

< >?

Code
W

1 1 1 1 1
K L M N 0

Code
jffi

1 0 0 0 0 0
2 [ \ ] /\

Code

2H
1 1 1 1 1
kIm n 0

Code

ZW
o 0 0 0 0
{I} -<IE>

Hex Digit
o
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
A

B
C

D

E

F

Binary Number
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111



The Easy Way to
Back Up

Keeping back-up disks with SUBMIT.COM

by Stuart Froman

Make back-ups! Don't fill your disks too full! These are
two fundamental rules of disk organization. Much work can
be lost due to a Disk-Full Error-everything can be lost if a
disk goes bad. Here is an introduction to CP/M's
SUBMIT.COM by way of setting up a time-saving and
work-saving program to keep back-ups and check disk
space. (Note: Throughout this article, I have assumed the
following configuration: two drives-WordS tar on the A
drive, data files on the B drive.)

SUBMIT is a way of "batching" CP/M commands (i.e.,
anything you can type at the A». (Note: EXI5 is a public
domain program, similar to, but in many ways better than,
SUBMIT.) By typing one command I can:

I) erase all the .BAK files on my B drive (since I have a
back-up on another disk, it doesn't make sense to waste the
space);

2) get a list of how much space on the disk each file
takes up-and how much space remains;

3) send a copy of the file I've been working on to a back
up disk; and

4) get back into WordStar, ready to open another file).
Keep in mind that you may be able to use SUBMIT for

other repeated procedures that you now do with CP/M
commands and with other programs besides WordStar.

First, see if STAT.COM, PIP .COM, and
SUBMIT.COM are all on your WordStar disk by typing
DIR<RETURN> at the A>. If they are not on your
WordStar disk (and they won't be unless you or someone

Stuart Froman is a writing instructor and freelance
writer/editor in the San Francisco Bay Area. He is also a
writing consultant/or Clear Communication.

else put them there), they are on your CP/M or CP/M
utilities disk, and you need to copy them onto your
WordStar disk. Put your CP/M disk in your B drive. At the
A>, type:

A>PIP A:=B:PIP.COM<RETURN>

This copies PIP.COM onto your Wordstar disk. PIP is a
program for copying files from one disk to another and you
have just used PIP to copy the PIP program from the B
drive to the A drive. In English you might read the
command line this way: Copy to the A drive from the B
drive the file PIP.COM.

When the A> reappears, type:

A>PIP A:=B:STAT,COM<RETURN>

This will put STAT.COM onto your WordStar disk.
STAT is a program for finding out how much space is left
on a disk.

A>PIP A:=B:SUBMIT,COM<RETURN>

This will put SUBMIT.COM onto your WordStar disk.
SUBMIT is the program that will allow you to "batch" the
other commands.

You need to be able to tell the computer what commands
to SUBMIT. Do this by creating a Non-Document
WordStar file on the WordStar disk called anything you
want but with a .SUB type. Mine is C.SUB (for "copy").
In this file you list exactly the commands you want
SUBMIT to run exactly as you would type them at the A>.
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My C.SUB looks like this:

ERA B: BAK<RETURN>
STAT B: <RETURN>
PIP C:=B:$1<RETURN>
A:WS<RETURN>

Yes, that's the entire file. Just make sure there's a
<RETURN> after each line. Now save it.

Here is what each line means:
ERA B:*.BAK-erases any file on the B drive with a

.BAK type.
STAT B:*.*-lists all the 'files on the B drive,

indicating how much disk space they take up. It also gives
the amount of space remaining on the disk.

PIP C:=B :$ I-sends to the C drive (Morrow's "virtual
drive") whatever you want a back-up of. The "$1" is just an
ugly-looking variable (in math we used a simple X or Y).
When you actually run your SUBMIT file, you won't see
this or have to worry about it. You will type a file name
that replaces the variable and gets copied to the back-up
disk.

WS-calls up WordStar. If you call up WordStar with
WSJ instead of WS, type WS3 here. If your tendency is to
work on one file at a session-and when you are through
working on that file you turn the computer off instead of

working on another file-you can leave off this last
command. After making the copy, you can just turn the
computer off.

Rem em b e r: All of this is going to be done
automatically! All you need to remember is one command.
You are setting this up just so that you won't have to
remember it all!

There is one last thing you need to do in order to prepare
for running a SUBMIT. Using the Non-Document mode,
create a file on your WordS tar disk with the name
$$$.SUB. Just open it and save it; don't type anything in
it. SUBMIT uses this file as it performs its magic, and it
stays on the disk actually disappearing from and reappearing
on your WordStar A drive directory. You don't need to
create the file again, even if you write a new SUBMIT
program.

Now you are ready to run the SUBMIT. As a test, create
a file on your B drive-call it TEST-write something in
it, save it, open it, and save it again. This way you will
have TEST and TEST.BAK. Now let's say it is the end of a
session and you want to make your back-up. From
WordS tar's No-File Menu, type X. This will give you
either the A> or the B>, depending on the drive you "logged
onto." If you are staring at the B>, get the A> by typing
A:<RETURN>. Now comes the logic of the command

Continued on p. 49

... a superb program accompanied by an exceptionally clear manual at reasonable cost.

- - Morrow Owners' Review, April/May 1986

The quality of the graphs produced by DataPlotter is better than anything I had seen before....
I highly recommend this program to anyone who needs to make high -quality graphs.

- - Profiles Magazine, 1985

Specify lype of Prinln

DataPlotter T'I
Line Graphs &Scatterplots $69
Bar Graphs & Pie Charts $69

La~~k IfT~~~~I~?~!.:~
~ Add $3 shirping.

$8 outside liS and Canada.
Softwa~T'I

131 N. Leverell Rd.
Leverett, MA 01054 (413) 773-86H7 Visa. Me

No need for color monitor or graphics board.
Make graphs on dot matrix printers.

Easy to Use. No Pro~rammin~.

eo.pute... 19.~ CP/M 2.2, 3. 80, or 86, MS-DOS or PC-DOS. ..
Excellent Manual. Most disk fonnats. :

I:..
u
c
oJ...

I 9 B JSALES IN
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Simplified Desktop
Publishing

A nonprofessional uses it to print his newsletter
--and you can, too

by Haskell Hallmark

What do the terms "perfect copy," "deadline," "typing,"
"weekly," and "inexperienced" have in common? Me! As
preacher of a small church, I found that I needed to produce
a perfect weekly bulletin. But, I thought fearfully, I can't
even type, much less publish my own newsletter.
Fortunately, I received salvation by buying a used Morrow
MD3 and have been singing praises ever since. Let me
share with you how heavenly the solution to your simple
desktop publishing needs can be. And with an "obsolete"
computer at that!

Sometimes the simplest personal publishing needs are
the hardest to satisfy, because they don't fit into the "high
tech" category or the volume requirements that are thought
of as legitimate or profitable. I was overjoyed to learn that a
microcomputer would allow me the ability to edit on
screen, then print a perfect manuscript every time I needed
one. My typing skills, or lack of them, wouldn't keep me
from the perfect copy I so desperately needed.

I didn't have to go down to the local Apple dealer to pay
$10,000 for their desktop publishing system. Nor did I pay
$15,000 for an IBM-compatible equivalent. Even though
the more recent CP/M NewWord upgrade supports the
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Printer, I didn't pay $3,000 for it
either. I returned to the basics of page makeup that have
stood the test of time among printers for centuries.

Haskell Hallmark has been preaching for 10 years, but
has been writing for publication for only the past two. He
is a member of the San Diego Writers'/Editors' Guild,
writes a CP/M column for the San Diego Computer
Society newsletter, Personal Systems, and is a staff writer
for the drug abuse prevention newsletter, 'Not Me!"

Surprise! They still work!
The only thing that can be gained by using one of the

modem desktop publishing systems is the ability to "cut
and-paste" on screen. But this is something that can easily
be done by hand; you don't really need an expensive system
to do it. And the actual writing and formatting of a
manuscript is no different on a fancy, expensive system
than on your Morrow! In fact, even if you decide to use an
expensive system to produce your newsletter, you cannot
print the finished product in quantity on a laser printer,
because these printers are too slow and too clostly per copy.
(However, they will give you a nice master which you can
either make photocopies of or take to a real printer for
offset printing.)

My newsletter's weekly run of 20 copies has now grown
to 30. Too small for sophisticated and expensive equipment
purchases just yet, but important nevertheless. And
NewWord supports everything you will ever need for
simple desktop publishing... Plus, it's available.

Ifyou have ever used the alternate pitch command ("PA),
you know the difference it makes in printing your
manuscript. A 56-column line takes up about six inches in
10 pitch. But in 12 pitch, it prints out in only 4-3/4
inches-perfect for a half page of 8-1/2 by 11 inch paper,
which is 5-1/2 inches wide when folded. Try it with the
Courier 10-pitch wheel most of you got with your MP
100/200/300.

It looks pretty good except all the letters are scrunched
together, right? (Scrunched is one of those technical,
printer-type terms.) Get a 12-pitch wheel and your problem
is not only solved, but you will have some of the prettiest
looking print around.

Buying a 1Z-pitch wheel is not difficult unless you have
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to buy one from a store. The problem starts when the
salesperson learns that you don't want just any 12-pitch
wheel. you want one that will run on your machine. He or
she somehow thinks this is narrow-minded of you. but will
oblige and order one for you if necessary. Keep the receipt
just in case you find the capital letters working· fine but
garbage in the place of the rest of the letters. I had io take
two back before they got it right.

I recommend the Prestige Elite 12-pitch. which I find
gives me very nice type and looks beautiful. However. any
elite (i.e.• 12-pitch) wheel should work fine if you like it.
Do take the time to look at the seller's sample book and
actually compare the letter size and spacing to see if the
typeface really is what you want. I found that the difference
between typefaces was sometimes only in the width of the
letter and not always in the height. too. Make sure your
choice is smaller allover so that it has a neater finished
printface.

So now we have a WordStar file of 56 columns marked

tabbing over 15 spaces for five or six lines.
Now. write your article or collect your bits-and-pieces

files. combining them into your new formatted file. Stop at
line 45 or thereabouts to end with some margin at the
bottom of the page. Voila! You have a page that will fit on
the half shell of 8-1/2 by 11 inch paper. Repeat at least
three more times. and you have a complete brochure.
bulletin. booklet. or whatever you want to call it.

Actually. you aren't finished yet. One of the first
questions I can hear already is. "I got so excited when I saw
your format. I did it and printed it out just like you said.
But it doesn't print out in the right place on a sideways
inserted page! "

That's where the next step comes in. You print it out
wherever it appears on the page and be happy with it. then
use scissors to cut it out. (Oh. goody! I get to use scissors.)
Cut close to the edge but don't feel you have to get so close
to the type that you mar its beauty. (Exacto knives work
great. but don't let your wife or husband see the kitchen

"PA at the beginning (but not on the same line as a dot
command!). Tum on right justification ("OJ) and put in the
dot command for microjustification (.uj on). which I find
gives very nice copy using a true 12-pitch wheel. without
proportional spacing being needed or even missed. Your
title or heading can be done with underline and bold face. Be
sure to leave some open space around it so it stands out.
Usually a couple of blank lines between the title and text
lines is enough. but experiment until you find the right
combination for you.

If you want graphics. draw them yourself or call a friend
with a Macintosh or IBM-compatible and have him/her
print out some of the ClickArt stuff that is available to
him/her on a dot-matrix printer. You can also find some
decent art in CP/M public domain files that you can print
out on a dot matrix printer from your Morrow. Make
photocopies of your art. cut it out and set it aside for the
paste-up later. Be sure to leave space if you'll be running it
next to text; e.g.• I use illustrated drop caps in my
newsletters. so I leave space for them beside the text by
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table after you've used one.)
Lay the pieces on a clean sheet of paper and organize

them to make sure you have the right page with the correct
side of the paste-up page. Oh. I didn't tell you there was a
right and wrong side to the paper? But. of course. there is!

Fold an 8-1/2 inch piece of paper in half width-wise.
(No. the l1-inch side is not folded!) Notice when you open
it up that the front page doesn't go on the left side of the
paper. If you put it there it will end up on the back of your
brochure. Believe me. I did it...once. (Well. maybe twice.
But no more!)

Your last page will go on the left side of the paper and
your front page will go on the right side of the paper.
(professor Rubic. eat your heart out.) You should use a
separate piece of paper to make your inside paste-up so that
you don't have any bleed-over from the back side when you
photocopy the finished product. The inside is created with
page two on the left and page three on the right. That seems
logical to me;. how about you?

. Continued on p. 48



MOR PRODUCTS

MOR Products

705 SA 455/465 Shugart Mini Floppy 15.00
Drive Service Guide wI schematics
(for DS drives)

706 MDT20 Terminal Reference
Guide 10.00

707 MDT20 Service Manual 12.00
708 MDT50 Video Terminal Service 10.00

Manual
709 MDT60 Video Terminal Service 15.00

Manual wI MT70 Video Terminal
Supplement

710 David Block's original MD Q&A book 6.00

ZCPR3 is a Morrow-bootable CPIM 2.2 replacement
by Echelon for the MD3. Complete with two disks and
manual, the ZCPR3 kit provides an operating system
superior to CPIM 3.0. (NOTE: If you order ZCPR3
through MOR, you qualify for a discount group
purchase price of less than $500 for a 10-megabyte
hard disk made by Advanced Concepts for the MD3.)
The Diagnostic II Disk contains programs that
diagnose various components of your Micro Decision
for quick in-house performance checks. (NOTE: The
User's Guide for this disk, Prod. #702, sells
separately.)

Original User's Manuals published by Morrow.

Prod # Description Price

601 Correct-It User's Manual 8.00
602 CPIM 2.2 User's Guide 12.00

(for MD2 & MD3)
603 CPIM Plus Guides 35.00

(for hard disk MDs; 5 books)
604 MBASIC User's Guide 12.00
605 MD Companion Guide 12.00

(for everyone who isn't compatible
with CP/M)

606 MD User's Guide (for MD2 & MD3) 12.00
607 MD Hard Disk User's Guide 12.00
608 Morrow Software Sourcebook 8.00

(1983 edition)
609 NewWord User's Guide 12.00
610 Pilot User's Guide 12.00
611 SmartKey User's Guide 8.00
612 SuperCalc User's Guide 12.00

Service Manuals to help repair or enhance your
machine. These technical manuals are skillfully edited
from internal Morrow data and were previously only
available to Morrow dealers. (Even if you don't do the
repair yourself, your repairman probably will need
them.)

Prod # Description Price

Prod # Description Price

901 ROM Upgrade Kit for MD3 35.00
902 ROM Upgrade Kit for MD Hard Disks 45.00

ROM Upgrade Kits contain instructions, ROM chip
and software - everything you need to bring your
machine up to date. (Some software that won't run on
older machines will run with an upgrade.)

Prod # Description Price

700 Complete manual set (701-710) 80.00
701 Micro Decision Service Guide 25.00

wI schematics for Rev. 1.1 & 2.0
(for MD2 & MD3)

702 Diagnostic II User's Manual 25.00
(disk sold separately)

703 Hard Disk MD Service Guide 25.00
wI schematics

704 SA 200 Shugart Mini Floppy Drive 15.00
Preliminary OEM Manual
(for SS drives)

801 ZCPR3
802 Diagnostic II disk

59.50
37.50
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MOR PRODUCTS

Floppies of the Bimonth

With every issue of MOR, we compile floppies that
contain public domain programs, short articles and
other interesting tidbits. Each Floppy of the
Bimonth (FLOB) costs $8.00. Listed here are the
FLOBs for this issue. A list of all FLOBs to date is
available upon request.

A Note on Using FLOBs

Some of the files on FLOBs have been compacted
to allow us to put more on a FLOB. When you receive
your FLOB, you will need to return these compacted
files to their original form.

Which Files Have Been Compacted?

If a file name ends with "LBR", it is a library. A library is
a file that contains a number of related files (e.g., one
file might be a program, another file might be the
documentation for the program). To use these files
you must extract them from the library with a library
management program like NULU, which is available on
FLOB #3301.

If a file name has a "'a" in the middle of its three-letter
extension (e.g. ,WOROSTAR.OQ.C), the file has been
squeezed. Many programs will unsqueeze files,
NSweep is a popular one.

If a file name has a "Z" in the middle of its three-letter
extension (e.g., WOROSTAR.OZC), the file has been
crunched. CRUNCH and UNCR are available on
FLOB #3605.

For more information on using FLOBs, see MOR
Vol. 3, #3, p. 55.

SuperCalc.
WORDPR01.LBR Another new PO wordprocesor.
TXT42.LBR Convert test files to executeable .COM

files; great for use with SUBMIT.

Prod.#3602 - FLOB/DEC86 Disk #2:

RCPM0986.WZ List of remote BBS/CPM systems around
the country as of September 1986.

SFILE31.LBR Update to SFILE, a file search utiltity
which allows named directrories; this version
searches .ARC files.

DNDMR.LBR Great Dungeons &Dragons video/maze
game.

Prod. #3603 - FLOB/DEC86 Disk #3:

BACKGAM.COM Areally nice backgammon game - full
screen display.

CHICKEN.LBR Arcade style video game - requires two
players.

SD117.LBR Latest update to the best directory
program available.

Prod.#3604 - FLOB/DEC86 Disk. #4:

ARCOPV.LBR Allow access to, making of .ARC-style
file archives (like libraries). Written by
Dave Rand of NSweep fame.

UNARC12.LBR Allows access to files within IBM-PC-type
archive files.

Prod. #3605 - FLOB/DEC86 Disk #5:

Prod.#3601 - FLOB/DEC86 Disk #1:

AIM.LBR Automatic Investment Manager - a simple
financial program.

LTRI.LBR Long Term Risk Investment - helps
calculate your investments.

SCLOAN.LBR Calculate loan payments, interest in
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SAP50.LBR

CRUNCH20.LBR

ALMAZAR.LBR

Update to Sort-And-Pack, a disk-directory
cleanup utility.
Makes, types, and uncruches crunched files;
like SQ/UNSQ squeezed files, but crunching
uses better space-saving algorithm.
An Adventure game written in MBASIC
from Australia; lets you see how to program
an adventure game.
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Back Issues
A resource to help make your Morrow really useful

Vol. 1, #1, APR84 (Prod #101)

Technical and Foreign Language Text with
WordStar 1;( NewWord vs. WordStar 1;( Meet
the Disk Drives in Your Morrow1;( Adding Disk
Drives to Your Morrow 1;( Quieting Down Your
Morrow MD31;( Inexpensive PASCAL

Vol. 1, #2, JUN84 (Prod #102)

Concurrent Editing and Printing with WordStar
1;( Customizing NewWord1;(Troubleshooting
Your Micro Decision1;( Diskettes Deteriorate
1;(About Serial Communications 1;( Installing
WordStar for Dot Matrix Printers

Vol. 1, #3, AUG84 (Prod #103)

Graphics Package for the Morrow1;(Freindly
Telecommunications1;(A Very Simple Modem
Program 1;(Proportional Spacing with WordStar
1;(Using BASIC to Control Your Printer 1;(
Patching WordStar for an Epson Printer
1;(lnstalling WordStar 3.0 for the MP100

Vol. 1, #4, aCT84 (Prod #104)

About Surge and Spike Protectors: I Thought It
Would Never Happen to Me1;(Public Domain
Software Made Easy1;(Programming Your
Function Keys with NewWord 1;( More Printing
and Editing Concurrently with WordStar

Vol. 1, #5, DEC84 (Prod #105)

Speeding Up Your Computer 1;(WordStar
Emergency Tricks1;(Customizing WordStar's
Terminal Defaults 1;( ZCPR3 Makes CP/M 2.2
Shine1;(Spool-Away with Printer Buffers
1;(Notes from a Smartkey User

Vol. 2, #1, FEB85 (Prod #201)

Trouble-8hooting Your Morrow* Micro
Justification and Prop. Spacing in WordStar
1;(Teaching with Pilot*Toward a More Useful
MD2 (1,876K disk space)1;(Getting Started
with TURBO PASCAL

Vol. 2, #2, APR85 (Prod #202)

Morrow Drive Error Messages 1;(Saving Time in
SuperCalcwith X (eXecute) 1;( The Morrow
Toolbox1;(Automatic Formatting with PILOT1;(
Uniform, A File Transfer Utility1;(SUBMIT to
Less Work

Vol. 2, #3, JUN85 (Prod #203)

Modems: What's AlII the Fuss About?1;(
Getting Started with Modem Programs1;(
Morrow Printer Ribbons 1;( Locked Out of
LogiCalc?1;( Short Introduction to FIDONET1;(
Adding Z-Clock to MD31;( The Smartest Modem
of All (Visionary)1;( The CTS MM300 Modem
with MITE

Vol. 2, #4, AUG85 (Prod #204)

Upgrading NewWord: Why and How?1;(
KAMAS, an Outline Processor 1;( EUREKA! A
CP/M Disk Cataloguer 1;( NSWEEP: A Public
Domain Jewel 1;( New Tricks for WordStar1;(
ShadowPrint (SPRINT), a Print Spooler

Vol. 2, #5, aCT85 (Prod #205)

Running a Small Business with a Morrow 1;(
Reflections on dBase II, Comparing Gold to
Pearl 1;( dBase II Hints for Morrow Users 1;(
Accrual Bookkeeping on Quest, Verso 1.2 1;(
An Overview of Personal Pearl 1;( Eliminate
Sort Disk Swap when Using Pearl

Vol. 2, #6, DEC85 (Prod #206)

The Co-Processor Board Confusion 1;(
Converting Your Morrow Keyboard to Dvorak 1;(
Geneaology with Personal Pearl1;(
Telecommunictions: National and International
1;( VersaLedger II 1;( Indexing with Correct-1hZ
The Animal Game 1;( Handicapped Users and
the Morro~ Conway's Game of Life

Vol. 3, #1, FEB86 (Prod #301)

Best of Public Domain Software 1;( Debugging:

Overcoming the Fear1;( Public Domain Games
on the Morrow1;( A Note on the C Programming
Language1;( Of Copyrights and "Public
Domain"1;( Adventure Strategies 1;( Functional
Comparisons of Database Software 1;(Personal
Pearl Hints and Kinks 1;( Doing Returns on a
Computer 1;( Reviews of TAXWORKS, 1040
Plus

Vol. 3, #2, APR86 (Prod #302)

The Basics of Computer Typesetting 1;( More
on Tools for Writers 1;( Some Favorite Public
Domain Writers Tools1;( Desktop Publishing
with a Morrow 1;( Proportional Spaced Printing
with CP/M 1;( Reviews of WordFinder, Index,
Footnote, Bibliography, Grammatik, wsNote,
Number, FTNOTE, Dataplotter, ElectraFind,
PropStar, MagicSeries, PrintMaster

Vol. 3, #3, JUN86 (Prod #303)

Doubling the Speed of Your Terminal Port 1;(
Your 4-Drive Morrow: Adding Two More Drives
to Your MD31;( Connecting a Portable to Your
MD 1;( Exploring the ROM in Your Morrow 1;(
Updating Your Morrow with the Latest ROM 
How and Why 1;( About Printer Buffers and
Speed 1;( A User's Guide to Understanding the
FLOBs 1;( How I Quieted My Disk Drives and
Lived Happily Ever After

Vol. 3, #4, AUG86 (Prod #304)

Maintainence for Your Daisy-Wheel Printer*
Where to Get Your System Fixed: A List of
Repair Shops Servicing MDs1;( UnSqueaking
Your Keys 1;( The Man Who's Got the Partstr
Keeping Your System Alive: Minor Crises and
How Prevent Them 1;( Reviews of OUT-THINK
and Thoughtline

Vol. 3, #5, aCT86 (Prod #305)

The Wonderful World of ZCPR31;( Writing Your
Own Educational Software1;(Selecting
Educational Software 1;( The Only Software an
Academic Needs 1;( Reviews of Language
Tutor, three typing programs and Write-Hand
Man

All This information can be yours for $4.00 per issue.
Shipment outside of North America add US$ 1.50.
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Subscribe
o $18 - 1 year (6 issues)

0$32 - 2 years (12 issues)

Renew
Name _

Phone (_) SubscrberNo. _

For US first class add $8 per year. All Canada & Mexico
residents add US$ 7 per year. All other countries add US$7 per
year for surface mail or add US$16 per year for airmail.
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Account No. _

Total amount enclosed $ _For RENEWALS be sure to include your Subscriber No.
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label, preceding the expiration date.
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subscription with the that issue.

o Check/Money Order 0 VISA o Master Card

Order Form
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Two-Column Printing
The easy way to do it with WordStarlNewWord

by Wallace B. Riley

You can easily print two-column material with a fully
computerized technique that uses WordStar's column-move
mode. [WordStar verso 3.0 or later and NewWord verso 2.0
or later have column-move. -Ed.] The text must have been
fully edited and ready to print before undertaking this
layout, because editing is difficult and inelegant afterward.

First, set the right margin ("'Or) to a little less than half
the width of the finished page. For WordS tar's default page
width of 65, a suitable setting is 30. Hyphen-help ("Oh)
should be on, especially if the right margin setting is less
than about 50. Refonnat the entire document, which will
appear to have twice the number of pages it will have when
finished.

Then set the right margin to 65 and turn on the column
move mode ("Kn). Ifnecessary, add spaces to the last line of
the document to make it the same length as the longest line
in the document. Block off all of page 2 with "Kb and "Kk
(the end of the block must be at the end of the last line, not
at the beginning of the following line, as it might be when
you are not in column mode). Then set the cursor at
column 36 at the top of page 1, and move the block ("Kv).
A five-character space will appear between the two
columns. For a wider or narrower space, set the cursor to
the right or left of column 36 before the move. Then move
the single-column page 3 into the left side of page 2, which
is now blank, and the single-column page 4 into the right
side of page 2. Similarly move the single-column pages 5

Wallace B. Riley is a technical writing consultant in
San Francisco. He has been involved with computers/or 30
years and with technical editorial mattersfor more than 20
years.

and 6 to page 3, single-column pages 7 and 8 to page 4, and
so on.

For layouts of more than two columns, or for page
widths of other than the default 65, use a similar procedure.
For N columns, divide the page width in characters by N
and subtract 2 or 3 from the result to obtain the right
margin setting before reformatting. Then after refonnatting,
move the first N single-column pages to their appropriate
places on page 1, the next N pages to page 2, and so on.

This technique has two traps for the unwary, but they are
easily avoided. First, when you move a block that is the
full width of a page in column-move mode, you inevitably
leave behind a string of carriage returns. Thus, when you
have finished laying out your entire article in two-column
format, it still has twice as many pages as it should have,
but the second half is all blank, consisting only of a long
string of <CR>s. These are easily removed-just block
them off and type "Ky-but if you forget, and go to the end
of the file, you may think you have been transported to the
middle of the Sahara desert. Nothing is visible for miles.
This is especially disconcerting if your document is long. If
you print the document without removing this "tail," your
printer chums out a series of blank pages at the end.

The second trap is trickier. If your text has any
underlined or boldfaced phrases of more than one word, and
if these phrases wrap around from one line to the next, you
will have to turn off the underline or boldface at the end of
the line and tum it on again at the beginning of the next
line. This is necessary because WordStar doesn't know.
anything about two-column format. It thinks you are
moving text around just for fun. When you print the two-

Continued on p. 49
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Continuous
Underlining

It can be easier than you thought with NewWord's
Find-and-Replace

by Jack Owen Jardine

I often deal with book-length manuscripts and other
material that frequently has long passages destined to be
typeset in italics, but which in the typescript must be
underlined.

NewWord verso 1.19 (which came with my MD3 when I
bought it in 1983) meets this need nicely once you outwit
its one glaring default: 11 underlines 1M l!!.£2I.d£ !2JJJ.~
lM. SJJ1lli1. bk1ll&

YQU have tQ fill in the blanks as YQU O?pe QL gQ!ul..c.k
and.till1h£m in kl.t£r...

Typing an underscore instead of a space between each
word as you're entering text is dreadfully awkward, and the
sort of challenge I no longer set my fingers to learn. My
NewWQrd User's Guide sidesteps the issue by advising me
that my work will look more professional if I underline
sparingly.

Thanks a bunch.
I contend .tha1 when~~.am D..Q1 underlined.~

Y.i.s..wll~ is. choppy. while continuous underlining
invites the reader's eye to hurtle along at full speed.

I am quite willing to concede that this may be a visual
preference left over from when the only way I knew to
unde~line was after I'd typed the passage, a line at a time, by
holding the underscore key down on the Correcting
Selectric. That's not .the point. I figure if my eye is happier
with the continuous line, enoug·h editors will be lulled into
a buying mood by such a device to make it worth learning
to do.

Jack Owen Jardine teaches community college writing
courses. including one for writers using computers. His
current projects include a master's thesis in psychology. a
science fictiQn novel and a word processing/consulting
practice. Words that Work.
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It turned out to be easier than I thought.

Algorithm: Replace Blanks with
Underli nes.

To accomplish continuous underlining, first underline
the text in NewWord's normal manner, inserting a "PS
before and after the target string:

This line i£ underlined.lm1 nQ1 continuously.
Then go into Find-and-Replace with a "QA, in order to

replace each blank space with an underlined space. In
response to the Find? prompt, enter two invisible
characters: the blank space «SPACE BAR» and the
<RETURN>. In response to the Replace with? prompt,
enter an underscore 0 and a <RETURN>. The third cue is
properly answered with RN (start at the cursor and replace
without asking.

The results should look like this:
This line is underlined, continuously,
Note that the five spaces at the start are underlined, too.

If I have more than two or three paragraphs of text like
this, it's worth the keystrokes to go back into Find
and-Replace and replace each fI_fI with five empty spaces
(fl fI).

Where your underlined material consists of no more than
one paragraph, that last move can be accomplished more
elegantly if, when you replace the blank spaces with
underlined spaces, you remember to put the cursor at the
first letter of the passage, rather than at the beginning of the
line.

A nice effect can be achieved by leaving the blanks blank
between sentences within paragraphs. For this, Find fl. fI;
Replace with fI, fI



WordStar vs. NewWord

WordStar permits control characters and wild cards in
the Find string; NewWord doesn't. Ask WordStar to find
"A "A (control-A<SPACE>control-A) and it finds only those
spaces with letters around them, which speeds things up
considerably.

WordStar lacks NewWord's R (Rest of File) command,
but this does not mean it must always find and replace
every occurrence of the target string in your document. Put

the cursor at the beginning of the section you want to
process, do not use G as an option, and the program finds
the next occurrence of a space. Tap your way through with
"L.

Similarly, if you start with the cursor at the tail end of
an underlined section and use the B option, the program
will search backward from the current cursor position.
Again, tap through with "L. In either event, use "U to stop
the replacement. Then cursor forward to the next place that
needs fixing, enter "QA, and in response to the Find,
Replace and Options prompts, give it a "R for each, which
reactivates your previous parameters.

The Dangling Space Syndrome

The one remaining hitch is that if the target string is
more than one line long, at its right-hand edge each line
will now contain an underlined space inserted by Word
Wrap. You can cure this before it happens by turning Word
Wrap off before typing the lines to be underlined. "OW
toggles Word Wrap, but it has no effect on spaces that have
already been inserted. When you type new material with
Word Wrap off, the teiminal beeps to warn you of the end
of the line, and at this point you can remove the dangling
space so it won't be replaced with an underline. The
Dangling Space Syndrome may not be enough of an
annoyance to you to warrant the extra time involved in
taking it out. Even so, you'll probably want to tidy up the
ends of the paragraphs if you're one of those typists whose
right thumb automatically adds two spaces after every
period.

The Post-Fix

After a document is entered, should you decide to go
back and underline a few lines or even a few pages, simply
mark each end of the target string with "PS, then Find the
blank space and Replace with the underlined space, as
above. Then instead of RN, enter a simple R, whereupon
the computer queries you each time it finds a blank space.
At this point, Y=_, and you fill in the blanks as fast as you
can tap the Y key, avoiding the dangling spaces at the ends
of the lines as you encounter them.

If you want everything on full automatic, use the RN
command, watch the replacements (they cycle through
about as fast as I can read), and be ready to interrupt them
with a "U. If you just let Find-and-Replace go, it will
replace every blank in your document with an underline, and
you'll have to re-replace the surplus underlines. This is
time-consuming.

"U interrupts the process but doesn't abandon what it has
accomplished in the meantime.

Final caution: Do all the tinkering with content before
filling in the blanks, because NewWord thinks any string of
characters that is uninterrupted by spaces is a single word,
and it won't reformat such paragraphs.

There is an alternative to all of the above. Get a copy of
NewWord verso 2.2, rev. 3.1 or later. (Since MicroPro just
bought NewStar's entire product line-including
NewWord-as NewS tar 'goes out of business, you'll have to
get it from MicroPro.) In this, continuous underlining is
accomplished automatically with dot command toggles:
specifically, .ul on and .ul off. Underlined paragraphs
reformat beautifully. You don't have to deal with the
dangling space syndrome, either. b
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A Homegrown
MD11

Portable

An interview with Bill Smith, maker of the MDll-P Plus

by Sypko Andreae

M 0 R: Bill, how did you get
interested in making the MD11-P
Plus?

Smith: When I was working at
Morrow in 1983, my job was to write
the BIOS for the MD11. The original
prototype of the MD11 was given to
me so I could develop the software for
it. And I fell in love with it. I had
been using one of their S100-based
machines that had a hard disk on it for
software development. Then when I
got my hands on this MDll, it was
like dying and going to heaven-it
was so incredible, so much faster than
the older machines.

Q: What operating system were you
using on the MD11?

A: I started out with CP/M 2.2. Then
I made CP/M Plus run under CP/M
2.2, just tagging onto CP/M 2.2's
BIOS. That was a fun little project
that took about an evening. The
difference bettween CP/M 2.2 and
CP/M Plus was really remarkable. The
MD11 I used at that time did not have
a hard disk yet, just two floppies. I did
some benchmark speed tests on this
floppy-equipped MD 11 and the hard
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MD11-P inventor Bill Smith.

disk-equipped, S100-based Morrow
machine (the DS-1). The test program
opened a large number of files
simultaneously. Well, the MD11
prototype won out easily over the DS
1, even though the DS-1 had a hard
disk and the MD11 prototype did not.
The MD 11 uses most of the memory
space between 64KB and 128KB as a
disk cashe buffer; that's what did it. It
was a great design.

A few weeks after Morrow
introduced the MD11, the MD3-P was
introduced. This portable version of
the MD3 was put in the field to go up

against the Kaypro machine. The
packaging of the MD3-P was rather
primitive; it was very difficult to
build.

Q: When was that?

A: That was about Christmas 1983.
Around that time the half-height hard
disk was becoming available, and
Morrow had six of them. At that time
I had decided to return to my previous
job in Santa Clara and left Morrow.
So the three major ingredients were
there: a high performance micro
computer that can run a hard disk, a
half-height hard disk, and a portable
case to put it in. The ultimate thing
for the guy who travels with his
micro.

Q: The Kaypro people came out with
the Kaypro-10 hard disk machine a
little later. They had a lot of trouble
with it. Rumors had it that hard disks
were not sturdy enough yet to
withstand the shocks of use in a
portable. Do you agree?

A: The specifications for Shugart's
SA-712 half-height hard disk say that
it is ruggedized to withstand 30Gs



when it is turned off and 1G when it is
turned on. So I was not concerned
about that. Moreover, it is equipped
with a "landing zone," somewhere on
track 353, where you can "park" the
read/write head while it spins down and
stops flying. I believe this disk has
320 usable tracks. It also has a head
lock, which keeps the head in place
after the power is turned off so it
doesn't rattle around.

Q: When did you build your first
MD11-P, and what troubles did you
have?

A: I built it in January' 1984, and I
have been carrying it around ever since
without the slightest trouble. Well,
not quite. I have a little trouble right
now with the power supply that's
gotten down to 4.8 volts at the main
PC board and down to 4.5 volts on the
co-processor board.

Q: You also added a co-processor
board?

A: Yes, that is why I call it an MD11
P Plus. I'll tell you about that in a
minute. Anyway, the SA-712s worked
out real fine; I don't know if they are
still being made. I have a handful right
there on the table. Great drives, gave
me less trouble than several brands of
floppy drives.

Q: The MD3-P was sold with at least
two differently designed cases.

A: That's right. What you see here is
the second· model. I had to do some
milling to get the hard disk in place
and to set it-and the floppy
drive-back a little bit. Otherwise you
can't close the keyboard lid. Before I
found that out, I was forced to use a
Toshiba floppy drive, which has a
little flat door instead of a handle
sticking out.

Q: Did you have to make any other
significant modifications to the MD3-

P frame to make it work for the
MDll-P Plus?

A: The original machine had a wire
frame inside and it had metal skins on
the inside of the case to shield it from
radio interference. It was very difficult
to package; things were extremely
tight. It had a rear plate that was too
thin, just 1/16th of an inch thick. The
carrying handle for the complete MD3
P is mounted on that thin plate, and if
you lift the MD3-P up a bit too
forcefully, the rear plate flexes and
threatens to burst open the plastic
case. That is why I machined a new
rear plate, which is 1/8th of an inch
thick and made of rigid aluminum. It
is perfect now.

Q: Did the plastic case suffer from
opening it up so many times?

A: I have opened and closed it at least
30 times, and it is getting to a place
where perhaps a little Velcro strip is
called for. Well, no computer is really
perfect. When you want a portable hard
disk machine, you don't really have all
that many choices about how to make
it. But this is the best set of com-

promises I have found.

Q: What are you using your MDll-P
Plus for?

A: I am a programmer by trade, so I
use text editors a lot. I've gotten so
used to WordStar that I am still using
it. You see, when you are a fast typist,
you want your fingers on the keyboard
where they are supposed to be and not
somewhere over the function keys. So
I don't use the function keys while I
am editing, and WordStar allows me to
do that. I like using the control key. I
have tweeked up my WordStar so it is
real fast. This system outperforms
everything I have seen except maybe
an IBM PC-AT with a lot of memory,
but that is in a much higher price
range, which I decided I couldn't afford.

Q: Did you build the co-processor
board in right away?

A: No, no. This was built before the
co-processor board was even developed
by SWP. [See articles in MOR Vol.
2, #6, pp. 8-12. -Ed.] But let me tell
you how I got the parts together to
build the first MDll-P. I had to buy a
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MD11-P Plus with the video logic board removed. The ribbon cable in the top left runs to the
co-processor, which is mounted with wire ties on the left side.

complete MD11 from Morrow at retail
price. Yes, I paid $2,995 for that
thing. I also "borrowed" an MD3-P.
Over the weekend, I took it all apart
and made the first MDll-P. From the
left-over parts I made a complete
MD3, which went back to Morrow

right after that weekend, where it was
re-labeled and shipped. Then it took
me every evening over the next week
to cut and try before I could make the
MDII-P fit. Finally, I turned it on and
it ran fine right away. But after a while
it began to get heat problems. Not
enough fan power. Later, when I
rebuilt the case I also put a second fan
in. The first fan blows air in, right at
the hard disk; the second one sucks the
air out.

Q: You just intended to make an
MDI1-P for your own usc?

A: That's right, that's all I had in
mind. But I had a friend in Santa Clara
whom I showed my machine to. He
liked it so much that he wanted one for
himself right away. But then Morrow
changed the design of the MD3-P cases
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to the new style and I could not get
cases for any more MDII-Ps, so I had
to drop the project for a while. My
friend still uses that original MD11
desktop.

When Morrow went bankrupt, I got
wind about leftover MD3-P parts

laying around. So I started gathering
parts again and, as you can see, I have
enough to make another six, maybe 12
MDII-Ps.

Q: What motivates you to built more
MDII-Ps?

A: Well, I must be crazy or
something, but isn't it a lovely
machine? I also do it to satisfy an old
desire, frustrated nearly three years ago.
You see, right after I built my MDll
P, I brought it in and showed it to
everyone at Morrow. Most of them
said, "Gee, that is a real neat idea.
When we get around to it some day we
should look into it again...." Even
George Morrow did not go for the idea.
He had already had so much trouble
with the MD3-P that he didn't want to
go through all that with an MDll-P

again. I could not understand why they
didn't go crazy about it.

Q: Wasn't that when Morrow ran into
a lot of trouble with the MD11?

A: Yes, I received many software
revisions through mid-1984. Anyway,
things worked out after a while. But
they never showed any interest in a
portable MD 11 again. George must
have had some faith in the portable
market, because, soon after, plans for
the Pivot were made.

Why do I want to built more
MDll-Ps? There is really no rational
justification for building any of these.
It is my belief, though, that CP/M
still has merit, in spite of the fact that
there is tons of MS-DOS stuff out
there. CP/M is simply a conveniently
small and very high performance
operating system, and I like it just
fine. It serves my needs perfectly well.
I suspect there are some other people
who feel the same. And the MD 11 is
the fastest CP/M machine ever built.
Period. Making it portable just makes
it that much more fun to use.

Q: What about the small screen size
compared to a desktop MD11 with an
MTIO terminal?

A: It does not bother me a bit, and I'll
tell you why. I used to have a machine
with a 66-line screen, 80 chracaters per
line. That was really nice. Lines were
vertically compressed the same way as
on the MD3-P. I was already used to
that and could read the screen easily
from five feet away. In fact, the
characters displayed on so-called
normal screens look too tall and
stretched out to me.

Q: What about CP/M 3.0 versus
CP/M 2.2? I once heard George
Morrow say that he was a bit
disappointed with CP/M 3.0 after all it
was piped up to be. Now there is
ZCPR3, which Ted Silveira has said is
what CP/M 3.0 should have been, but



never was.

A: First off, I don't know what
ZCPR3 is. [What?! -Ed.] Then I
don't know what George was led to
believe. I find CP/M 3.0-or CP/M
Plus as it was called initially-just
delightful. It is very fast, and it has
some of the features that MS-DOS
users have come to appreciate. For
instance, you have a startup file
PROFILE.SUB, which exists under
MS-DOS as AUTOEXEC.BAT. Right
after boot-up you can automatically
load your KEY files, send initializing
commands to terminal and printer,
start a clock, or do whatever you want.
In addition, anyone who is used to
CP/M 2.2 can learn CP/M 3.0 really
quickly. It is easier in some ways.

Q: Somewhere along the road you
decided to add a co-processor to the
MD 11-P. Was that because you
wanted to develop MS-DOS software
on your machine?

A: Yes, I do some of that. And it is
nice to be able to run a few simple
MS-DOS programs on the '11. I am
close to having WordStar running
under MS-DOS, not that I really care
because I still use ED. Many people
feel that ED is a terrible editor, but it

can do lots of neat things that newer
editors can't do so easily, like
extracting comment lines out of source
code. In ED you can write a Macro to
do all that automatically.

I put the co-processor in when
Silicon Valley Surplus first had them.
It was a matter of going over there and
plugging in board after board until I
found a co-processor that worked. The
only problem I ever had with the co
processor was heat. Before I had the
extra fan in, when I wanted to use MS
DOS I just peeled the case off, plugged
the co-processor in and went to work. I
must have left the MDll-P open for'
six weeks or so. Then one day I got
really motivated to tidy things up.
That is when I installed the co
processor board properly, the way you
see it now, and I also installed the
extra fan. The co-processor board is
hung up on a strap with wire ties. If
you'take this screw out, the whole co
processor board folds out. The way it
is mounted it gets a lot of airflow.
You see the cable funning between the
co-processor board and the little
extender board? That little board is
connected to the 40-pin header con
nector, which gives you all the Z80
signals you need.

Q: What are some important
limitations of this co-processor?

A: ,Well, to make it really useful you
would have to rewrite the BIOS on it
to map video RAM to the screen and
you would need more memory. But for
simple, small applications it is all
right.

Q: How did you fit the half-height
hard disk in there?

A: That was not so easy. There is an
extra ribbon cable to deal with. And
you have to set the hard disk back a
little bit so it does not conflict with
the keyboard cover, just as with the
floppy.

Q: I'm sure some people might like
this MDll-P, Plus or no Plus. What
is keeping you from building some
now and selling them?

A: Right now the power supplies are
hard to get. And I would have to
machine some mor~ rear panels. I have
most of everything else. Then I just
need some time, but I am less
encumbered by work at the moment,
so that's all right.

But I am also thinking about some
more features. Wouldn't be nice to
have a connector brought out for an
external Winchester disk, for instance?
I have that 40-Meg Winchester disk
lying around. If I could get it to work,
that would be a just delightful
addition. Carry 10 Meg around, plug
in another 40 Meg when I get home.

Another thing I have to figure out
is how to fold all those cables so the
airflow is still sufficient. The co
processor adds a lot to the cabling;
without it, packaging is a relatively
easy job.

Q : How are you going about
marketing?

A: I have no idea. In fact, I could care
less. Word of mouth, I suppose. It

would really be fun to take my idea of
the MD 11 portable and see a handful
of them made. If nobody ever buys
them-well, so what? I could give 'em
away as gifts if I choose to. It is really
the fun of doing it. And the thrill of
seeing some of these really outrageous
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machines go out into the world. They are really outrageous,
you know. I have shown this machine to professionals whC?
have their IBM PCs and things like that. There is hardly
anything that can keep up with the MDll-P; it is really
fast.

Q: Would you consider giving one as a Christmas present
to George Morrow?

A: Hey, that would be fun. Wonder if he carries a Pivot
around? When I got wind, years ago, about how George
conceived of the disk controller for the MD11, I wanted to
be associated with that project. If anyone could be king of
disk controllers, it is him. I suspect he is as much of a
performance junky as I am. He would not be satisfied with
the Pivot I think. He would love the MDll-P. Even at
twice the weight.

Q: Will you tell MOR when you have some available for
sale?

A: Sure. Word of mouth would be good enough, don't you
think? n
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Copyright Caveat
by Donald W. Marken

I would like to add a caveat to "Of Copyrights and
'Public Domain'" (MOR Vol. 3, #1, p. 16). In his article,
Bill Steele correctly states that if a copyright notice is not
of the correct form, it may injure the author's rights.
However, he also says that "On a typewriter or computer
screen, a 'c' in parentheses seems to be acceptable" as a
copyright notice.

It should be noted that the Copyright Act requires either
the copyright symbol (the letter "C" in a circle) or the word
"Copyright" or the abbreviation "Copr."

An article by LJ. Kutten entitled, "'(C)' as an Invalid
Notice of Copyright" (Computer Shopper, March 1986, p.
174) argues that, despite their acceptability to the
Copyright Office, variations such as "(C)" and "(c)"-if
used alone without the word "Copyright"-make a
copyright notice potentially defective. They do not meet the
exact requirements of the Act, and the Copyright Office has
no legal authority to accept anything other than the
statutory requirements. n

CP/M & MS-DOS computers.

cify type of computer

N:
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Tune in to the
MOR PBBS

Call 415/654-3798

by Sypko Andreae

Remember when we promised you a M 0 R BBS
(Bulletin Board System) some hundred days ago? Well, our
newest subscriber service is finally on the air. In case you
don't know, a BBS is an electronic mail system that runs
on a computer connected to a modem connected to the
phone. If you have a computer with a suitable modem
program and a modem (and a phone!), then you can call in
to learn what goes on. The news is contained in public
messages, news bulletins, or private messages just for you.
You can find out who the regular callers are on a BBS,
leave messages yourself, upload or download files, give or
get help, make friends and have fun.

Why Should There Be a MOR BBS?

We need one to distribute news fast, to have up-to-date
information on-line (repair services, supplies), to have
people help each other with problems, to get MOR authors
and the MOR editor in touch (so much better than playing
phone tag), to upload articles, to leave messages for the
subscription coordinator, to place mail orders, and, at a later
date, to download software. The five part-time members of
the MOR staff use electronic mail heavily, and they will
also be using the MOR BBS for their inter-office mail.

How the MOR BBS Works

The software used by the MOR BBS is called PBBS,
probably after its author, Russ Pencin. We chose this
software because it does a lot of maintenance automatically,
governed by rules set up in advance, which relieves us from
a lot of tedious maintenance chores.

A BBS, once set up, can't be left to itself or its message
files will overgrow and the users' file will clog up. This is
why it needs maintenance. It used to be that the SYSOP
had to do that. What is a SYSOP? It is the £YS.tems
OPerator, the person responsible for running the BBS,
overseeing the traffic, doing a bit of maintenance, helping
people on board and giving them the proper access level.

Your access level is the key to the number of privileges
you enjoy on a BBS. When you first call in, you get level
2 access; i.e., you can read messages but you cannot yet
leave messages, and you can get access to CP/M but you
can't up- or download any files yet. You earn more
privileges when your access level rises, which, in turn,
happens when you call in often: It is as if PBBS slowly
gets to know you, decides you are serious about it and
rewards you by raising your level.

Of course, this process can take many days, besides it
will stop raising your level when you have reached 5, where
you can do everything except up- and downloading. Then
it's time to get the attention of the SYSOP and ask him to
be raised one more notch to level 6. The SYSOP checks to
see if you are a subscriber and will grant you level 6 if you
are. If you are not, a $25 check to M 0 R will get you level
6 access for a year. Now you have full access.

Things that Go Bump in the Night

PBBS uses a fascinating scheme to maintain itself.
Every night at the stroke of midnight it checks to see if
there is anybody on-line. If there is, it waits for the caller to
log off, then tells the BBS modem to take the phone off the
hook (electronically) so the BBS will look busy. Then it
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sets about preening itself. It checks the users' file to see
who deserves to get bumped to the next highest level and
who doesn't. It deletes users who have not called in a long
time (they can always join again) and raises the on-line
time limit for users with higher privileges. It deletes
obsolete messages from the message file. Then it prepares a
little report for the SYSOP, who can peruse it at breakfast
time. It is really a very nice, hard-working, smart little BBS
system-friendly and polite to boot.

Calling up and Logging on

The best way to learn about a BBS is to try it out. That
brings up the question of how to go about that. Anyone
with a modem and a computer can call in. As soon as the
modems (and modem programs) have made contact, you see
on your screen:

Enter the Area Code and Number where the
sysop may contact you for validation:

501-234-5678«--

You are: Novice Caller.
Phone # 501-234-5678
From: Lak~ Wobegone. Mn.
Is this correct? Yes

How many nulls do you need (0-9>7 0
Select a password (4-10 characters):

GLORIA «--

Please remember it.

Please wait...

BYE510 (c) - any key to continue:

Some people get lost right there. I am not kidding. They
get all frustrated looking for the "any key." I say: Just hit a
key of your preference, but stay away from the <CAPS
LOCK>, <SHIFT> and <NO SCROLL> keys. That's it for
basic instruction.

OK, let's move on. The next screen display should make
it clear that you called the correct number, and from then on
you just answer the questions put to you. (Don't despair if
you don't know how many nulls you need; you almost
assuredly need none.)

-----1*\ 1*1 1* *\
1**\ 1**1 1*1 \\*\
1*\*\ 1*1*1 1*1 11*1
1*1\*\ 1*/1*1 1*1 11*1
1*1\\*\ 1*/11*1 1*1 11*1
lit I \\*\ 1*1 11*1 1*1 11*1
1*1 \\*\1*1 11*1 1*1 11*1
1*1 \\**1 11*1 \*\ 1*1
I_I \\1 II_'ORROW \_===-/WNERS

------
1* \
'*' 1*'
'*1 1*'
1*** I
,*1\*\
'*1\\*\
'*1 \\*\
'*1 \\*\
1_' \\_\EYIEW

Good afternoon. it's 12:24:57 hours, Oct 27. 1986.
You are caller : 204
system users : 40
Your signons : 1
Time allowed : 20 minutes.

==» Sorry, no messages waiting for you «==
Enter <CR> to proceed
Type S to pause, Q to abort

The BBS now vaguely knows who you are, and it
invites you in. Menus will suggest to you what to do next.
The main menu looks like this:

THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS ARE SUPPORTED:

[B] Read Bulletin on latest announcements.

PBBS v3.0 by: Russ Pencin and Ron Hilgert

Enter your FIRST & LAST names:
NOVICE CALLER «--

Please wait...

Name not found.
Are you aNew User? Yes

City St. are you calling from?

LAKE WOBEGONE, MN «--
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[N] News files [WI What·s new on system
[M] Read mail'" [U] User list
[S] Statistics [L] List logons
[Y] Yak with sysop [F] Note to SYSOP
[X] Xpert Mode toggle
OJ Jump to CP/M [Q] Goodbyellogoff
[?] Display menu once

... Public and Private Mail

Novice Caller
The PBBS commands are:
B.N.W.M.S.U.L.Y.F.J.Q.X or ?



If you are a new caller, it's a good idea to try the
!iulletin and News files. These will give you a good ide~ of
the scope of the MOR BBS. Other than that, you are
invited to poke around until your time limit expires. When
that happens, if you don't go away the BBS will give you a
hand. If you are a long distance caller, you would do well to
capture all that flies by on the screen in a special file for a
later, much more relaxed, perusal off-line.

Message Privacy and Message Folders

Once you are able to leave messages, you can choose to
make them private or public. If a message is private, then
only the named addressee can read it; if it is public,
everybody can. The SYSOP, of course, can read everything,
but it is unlikely that he has the time to do so, even if he
has the inclination.

The MOR PBBS has message folders. Say you have
treaded your way from the main menu to the mail menu and
you have been able to write a message. When you are done
writing, it it needs' to be "saved" and the system will ask
you what folder it should be saved in:

Select a folder from the following list:
1. GENERAL
2. SUBSCRIBER
3. MAILORDER
4. MaR EDITOR
5. HELPING
Enter folder #:

'" ;1

/1,

'I, .,

Ii,

'I 11
I 'f ,

'"

, /

I
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If you don't know what to choose, select "1." If you
have messages for the MOR staff, it behooves you to drop
them in the appropriate folders in order to get their attention
quickly. This is what the folders are for:

FOLDER TO WHOM MATTER AT HAND

2. SUBSCRIBER SUB SCRIBER Change of addresses,
mail problems,
renewals

as a mesage system. Sometime soon we will install an
additional 16-Meg disk, and then there will be a lot of
downloadable software, including all the files from the
Floppies of the Bimonth and, of course, your own
contributions. .

Another project in the planning stages involves the
installation of special-purposes data bases, accessible
remotely and containing up-to-date information on repair
facilities, supplies, MOR authors and an index of MOR
articles.

3. MAILORDER MAIL ORDER Purchase of manuals,
ROMs, PD software
disks

Where PBBSs Bloom

4. MOR EDITOR MOR EDITOR Submitted articles,
letters to the editor

Quite a few BBSs using PBBS software have emerged in
the San Francisco Bay Area and beyond. I'll list five that are
Morrow-oriented:

Where Is the Free Public Domain
Software?

415/654-3882
415/654-3798
415/261-4513
415/845-2164
415/938-9470

BAMDUA
Morrow Owners' Review
Silicon Valley Surplus
Tony Adams
Werner Gumpert

They all operate 24 hours a day and can handle 300,
1200 and 2400 baud. All of this would not have come
about if it were not for the splendid efforts of Russ Pencin,
the author of PBBS, and of CP/M giants like Wayne
Masters and Irv Hoff. It is not so easy to get a BBS
properly installed, and abundant credit should be given to
MOR staffer Steven Wartofsky for his most dedicated
efforts-all during his own free time-to bring the first
three BBSs listed above alive. Call in and give him a hand!

If you want to learn more about modems and bulletin
board systems read MOR Vol. 2, #3. If you don't have a
mod'em yet, now is a good time to buy one. New 1200
baud modems can be bought for about $100. For a good
cheap modem program, get one of the FEB86 Floppies of
the Bimonth (MOR product numbers 3105 and 3106, $8
each), containing either MEX and IMP, the two most
popular programs.

In conclusion: Try the MOR BBS. It will make your
computer a lot more useful, and it can be a lot of fun to
join a global village like this. D

[all]5. HELPING You have a problem
and need help, or you
know a solution and
want to help out

Under "TO WHOM," you should always enter a first and
last name. But if you had already answerd "YES" to the
question "To everybody?" the query "TO WHOM" doesn't
appear anymore.

The folder system helps sort messages out and makes it
a bit easier on the MOR staff. Some people feel that the
message folder system is too constricting. Will you only be
able to read the messages within a certain folder? No, only
.when you choose to do so. If you don't, you will be in
"Global folder mode," meaning you can read all the public
messages and all messages addressed to you, no matter what
folder they happen to be in.

If you are submiting an article by uploading it, be sure
to also leave a message to MOR EDITOR with the file
name you are using so we don't have to search for a needle
in the haystack.

If you are placing a mail order, be careful about leaving a
credit card number in your message. What if, by mistake,
you fail to make it a private message?

The MOR BBS has an RCP/M, i.e., the remote CP/M
feature, which allows you to givecommands to the BBS at
its A>. If you have attained level 6, you can upload and
download files, as is explained in one of the News files. But
there will be very little in the way of public domain
software available for a while. The MOR BBS runs on an
MD5, and there is only enough space on the disk to run it
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The Z-System and
Mini-Winnie Hard Disk

An unending source ofdelight

by Rick Charnes

In response to the special deal
MOR has just made to license copies
of a "bootable ZCPR3/Z-System disk"
for Morrow computers and the dis
count on the Mini-Winnie hard disk
that you receive when you buy MOR's
Z-System disk, I would like to share
some of my own experiences with this
dynamic duo in hopes of conveying
just a little bit of the extraordinary na
ture of this new computing experience.

For the last four months I have
been using a combination of a Mini
Winnie hard disk and Z-System, the
replacement operating system from
Echelon Inc. that is taking the 8-bit
world by storm. Quite simply, it has
been the most enjoyable and pleasur
able experience I have had in my 2-1/2
years of computing, and I would rec
ommend without reservation this com
bination to anyone who is interested in
taking advantage of the fullest power
of our Morrow computers and in using
the most advanced operating environ-

Rick Charnes is a librarian
temporarily turned word processor. He
originally bought his Morrow to help
him write political articles but has
since become enamored of computer
telecommunications and, of course,
ZCPR3.

ment available on our sturdy mach
ines. Its elegance, sophistication, flex
ibility and number of features make
anything else pale in comparison.

About six months ago I had an
important decision to make. I was· at a
crossroads in my computing. Initially
attracted to computing for its ability to
help me with my writing, I was
beginning to use my MD2-1/2 (pet
phrase for a double-sided MD2) less as
a tool and more as something en
joyable in itself, something to experi
ment with, learn about, explore.
Starting with the extraordinary MEX
Plus modem program-the commer
cial version of MEX-I got my feet
wet and began doing some easy and
simple programming, writing beauti
fill and fancy menu displays for myself
and learning to master the amazing and
complex interfaces between a computer
bulletin board and my own computer.
Being practically a language in itself,
MEXPlus affords the beginning pro
grammer and modem aficionado the
perfect opportunity to test his or her
mettle in an interactive environment.

But all this had one side effect:
After a typically heavy session of
making sure that the proper parameter
was correctly stored to the right string
variable, the number of floppy disks

on which resided all the auxiliary
programs I was using started making
my desk look· like the day after an
amateur Frisbee tournament. I was
beginning to accumulate programs the
way I used to collect stamps when I
was a kid, with one exception: My
stamp albums were expandable.

All the MS-DOS propaganda was
beginning to get to me, too. As a
radical at heart, I don't really buy the
pro-CP/M argument that says, "If
you've got something that works, why
change?" I was getting restless. The
"Why change?" argument is fine for
folks for whom application is more
important than process, but I was
rapidly moving away from that world.
And my friend with an MS-DOS
business was hot on my heels to get
me a IBM clone "cheap."

Then I happened to read Ted
Silveira's series of articles in Bay Area
Computer Currents (available on
FLOB/OCT86, #1) about an operating
system and environment called Z
System. At first not really under
standing it fully, I was nevertheless
extremely intrigued. I had heard of
ZCPR3 (one component of a full Z
System) before, but had always
assumed it was for folks on a higher
technical plane than myself and,
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furthermore, that it needed to run on a
hard disk. But Ted explained that he
had been running it on his floppy
based MD3 for quite some time.

I started looking around and
investigating. There is a non
commercial version of ZCPR3 for
Morrow computers travelling through
the bulletin board circuit. Considering
the amount of courage it took me to
install ZCPRI on my system a year or
more ago (which turned out to be
incredibly easy), I was initially quite
hesitant. After a few false starts,
however, I found installing it to be not
at all past my level of expertise and
soon found myself running ZCPR3 for
most of my day-to-day operations.

What Is ZCPR3? Why Use
It?

"Z-System" is a full replacement
operating system for CP/M
computers-complete with a new
BDOS, called ZRDOS-whereas
ZCPR3, for "Z80 !:ommand ~rocessor

Replacement version ..3.," replaces only
your CP/M "command processor,"
Le., that part of your operating system
that deals with what you type in from
your keyboard. In any case, when
you're running it, all of your old
CP/M software runs fine, only better.

I found the new things I could do
with my new system most exciting. It
opened up a whole world to me, one
that a blossoming but still new
computer learner such as myself felt
extremely happy to be in. The only
other time I remember being so excited
computer-wise was when I first
discovered the wild and wonderful
world of modeming.

I should first say, though, that
ZCPR3 is not for everyone. Those
who will enjoy it the most are those
for whom the joy of experimentation
and learning is important. Those who
necessarily spend most of their time
within a single application or program
probably will not find it that useful. If
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you're the kind of person, like myself,
for whom your computer is a wonder
ful, magnificent toy, ZCPR3 can
promise you rewards and magic the
likes of which you've probably never
before even imagined.

I ran ZCPR3 for about three
months on my floppy-based MD3. But
I was still engaged in the old debate: .
whether to stay with my Morrow and
the CP/M-compatible world or to join
the MS-DOS crowd. My experiences
with ZCPR3 were having the effect of
pushing me in the direction of the
former, but that money I had saved
was burning a hole in my pocket.
Visions of 640K RAM had the
impudence to remain dancing before
my eyes. I also had my eye on a nice
RAM-disk from Westwind. I was
attracted to the idea of fast and
having recently gone through an ordeal
with noisy disk drives that I wouldn't
wish on my worst enemy-quiet com
puting. But then again, ZCPR3{Z
System cannot run on Westwind
products. How devoted was I to my
new operating system-would I sac
rifice the advantages of a RAM-disk
for it? It seemed that if I talked with
three people I would get five different
opinions of which option to choose.

Then I heard about the Mini-Winnie
hard disk, which is now as I type re
ceiving these words onto its com
modious 20-megabyte storage space.
The key to why it can run Z-System
while other hard disk systems can't is
simple: Other hard disk software locks
you into its own modified operating
system, while the Mini-Winnie leaves
you with what you started with-pure
CP/M Digital Research 2.2, from
which you are then free to load Z
System or whatever CP/M-compatible
environment you choose. At the pre
sent time, Z-System cannot be run
from CP/M 3.0, which is used by
many MD-HDs, although its creators
are busy working on it.

The Mini-Winnie ("Winnie" stands
for "Winchester," the generic name for

hard disks) is about the most inex
pensive hard disk one can stick onto a
Morrow, and from the several reviews
I've read in addition to my own exper
ience, the quality doesn't seem to suf
fer a bit. It appears to be a top-notch,
well-made product. And it comes with
one important extra, something that is
on the rare side in the computer field:
customer telephone service that just
won't quit. If you have any doubts
about there being friendly, courteous,
helpful people in the computer world,
the president of Advanced Concepts,
Tony Nicotra, will disabuse you of
any notions to the contrary. After
reading a positive review of the Mini
Winnie in San Francisco's local
computer magazine, I wrote Tony a
rather long, 8- or 9-question letter
outlining some of my admittedly
rather arcane but to me important con
cerns. When I received a phone call
three days later at 10:00 p.m. Florida
time from Mr. Nicotra, who took a
full 45 minutes with me to answer my
questions and then some, the feeling
started growing in me that buying a
Mini-Winnie was something I wanted
todo.

I had not previously heard of the
Mini-Winnie, as most of their sales
have previously been to the owners of
other CP/M computers, but a growing
number of satisfied Morrow users are
now owners of this hard disk system;
and Advanced Concepts is making spe
cial efforts to be available to our com
munity. I heartily recommend this sys
tem to anyone looking for a hard disk
add-on to their Morrow, and for those
wanting to run Z-System as well, it is
an indispensible piece of hardware.

For someone like myself who spent
a year and a half doing nothing but
using NewWord to write text on a
single-sided MD2, the combination of
these two has been a completely new
experience, one which continues to
give me much pleasure each time I use
it. The sheer number of things one can
do and the flexibility and ease with



which one can do them can pour fresh
blood into even the most tired-of
CP/Mers.

Now that I have a hard disk, one of
the really nice features of Z-System
and something I've now come to use
daily-is opened up to me: its elegant
and sophisticated menu system. Based

on a demo menu available on BBSs, I
have created my own personal series of
visually pleasing menus, complete
with reverse video, blinking prompts,
and dim and normal text from which I
can do practically any task I frequently
use, occasionally use, never use, or
can't even dream of ever using but like
to have there for the sheer fun of
it-simply by pressing a single key-

stroke. Seeing on your screen, dis
played in front of you, an attractive
menu of this sort that you have created
for yourself through your own
programming sweat and blood and
pleasure-something that looks as
good or better than any professionally
written, commercial program that

probably can't do half the things it
does-is a very satisfying feeling. I
have had MS-OOS-using friends over
at my house watching· these menus in
action/who have exclaimed that they
wish they could do something like
this.

I have paid special attention to and
received special enjoyment from these
menus, as I have long thought that

CP/M always needed some "prettying
up.". I have seen the beautiful graphics
and art work done on other operating
systems, and I have known that my
Qume 102A terminal and most
Morrow terminals are capable of much
more attractive displays than they are
usually given by application pro
grams. Through Z-System's ECHO
command, which sends control codes
and escape characters as well as text
directly to the console, I simply send
my terminal's codes for reverse video,
blink, dim, etc. This creates a friendly,
personalized environment that adds a
very nice touch and, for me, fills in
something that I have long thought
missing from most applications.

Almost all of your old CP/M
programs can run without modification
on Z-System. The bugaboo that has
scared some people away from
ZCPR3!Z-S ystem-i.e., the transient
program area that it takes from you for
its own needs-seems to me greatly
exaggerated. The programs I run
daily-NewWord, dBase II, and MEX
Plus (which is much more memory
hungry than its public domain counter
part), along with the myriad of CP/M
utilities I've used for years-all operate
without any problems whatsoever.

It is, of course, most enjoyable on
a hard disk. There are over 100 utilities
that run only on ZCPR3, and it's very
nice to have access to them. On the
other hand, I used ZCPR3 for three
months before getting my Mini
Winnie, I personally know several
people in the Bay Area who do the
same, and I know that one of the
country's top ZCPR3 programmers
operates from a floppy machine. The
lack of a hard disk shouldn't deter
anyone. [For those who are interested
in the Mini-Winnie. see "Important
Announcements" on p. 4. -Ed.]

What does one get on the bootable
Z-System disk distributed by MOR
that is not available on the non
commercial ZCPR3? Well, for one
thing, it's about a thousand times
easier to install. Basically, one

Continued on p. 48
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$995!*

01

8
* DOS 3.2
* NewWord2

WordStar commands!
* SuperCalc2

Superb Spreadsheet!

XT includes 1-----, * ~~::~~::: text filing! 11111111111111111
RUN/CPM & brr".,....,.....,

N:R~'fr '\~
.-- -_-----=::::::;~17~~~~'~~Wft~.;:::::::.!:lllll!---------~
* Speed: 4.77 & 8 MHZ
* Memory: 640K
* Pwr Supply:135W
* Keyboard: AT Style
* Floppy: Two 360K
* IBM-Compatible

* Slots: Eight
* Clock: Battery
* Ports: Parallel
* Serial
* Game

15 DAY MONEY-RACK

GUARANTEE!

1 FULL~

WARRANTY!

* Speed: 10 MHZ
* Memory: 1 Mb
* Pwr Supply: 200W
* Floppy: 1.2Mb
* IBM-compatible
* New IBM-5339 style Keyboard

* Slots: Eight
* Clock: Battery
* Ports: Parallel
* Serial
* Reset Switch

21 Mb with 1 flpy Only $1395*
45 Mb with 1 flpy Only $1995*

with Fast Access
Seagate drives

30 Mb with 1 flpy Only $2295*
45 Mb with 1 flpy Only $2695*

For a complete system, add one of the monitor/graphics card packages listed below

MONOCHROME
* Hi-res 14" Monitor!

Amber or Green, Swivel
* 80 col X 56 rows!

For Word Processing
* 132 col X 44 rows!

For Spreadsheets
* 740 X 348 Graphics!

Hercules compatible
* Parallel Printer Port!

Only$295!

CGA COLOR
* Hi-res 14" Monitor!

True RGB color, Swivel
* 640X200, 320X200!

Up to 4 out of 16 colors
* Fine-line Char Set!

For colorful Text
* IBM-Compatible!

High quality CGA
* Parallel Printer Port!

Only$595!

EGA COLOR
* Ultra Hi-Res NEC

Multi-Sync Monitor!
TTL and Analog RGB!

* 650 X 350 Color!
Up to 16 out of 64 colors

*EGA,CGA,MGA &
Hercules compatible!

*IBM-Compatible!
*Hi-res text in color!

Only $995!

Phone: 415 - 489 - 5566

RUN/CPM Z80 Tech Support calls 60 MEG Tape
5 MHZ Z80, 64K,full CP/M 9am to Ipm PST only

compatibilitY!Only $199.' ,a£-..~Anlnd Your choice - Everex
VV~,VY I Internal or External Tape!
COM PUT E R Includes Tape drive, controller

300/1200 Modem 33447 Western Avenue card, cartridge, cables, manual
Hayes compatible, includes Union City, CA 94587 and software.
software! Only $199.' Prices & specifications subject to change without notice Only $1295!

L- ..::...~__.... * Base systems do not include graphics. L-. ----I



REVIEWS
HARDWARE REVIEW

PRODUCT: Mini-Winnie Hard Disk
MANUFACTURER: Advanced Concepts Engineering

& Consulting
8926 S.W. 17th Street
Boca Raton, FL 33433
305/482-7302

TESTED ON: MD3

PRICE: $465-$845, depending on size

[Editor's Note: Advanced Concepts is offering a
special price on their Mini-Winnies to readers of MOR.
See the "Important Announcements" on page 4 of this
issue for details.]

by Ted Silveira

Curing the Floppy Shuffle

Is there a floppy disk user alive who doesn't occasionally
long for a hard disk, something huge and fast to cure the
floppy shuffle? And is there a CP/M user anywhere who
hasn't watched with envy and frustration as hard disk prices
for IBM-compatibles dropped down and down and
down-$I,200, $800, $40o-while the price of CP/M hard
disks stayed nailed at $1,500?

Well, things are looking up for the CP/M user. The
price of hard disks for CP/M is dropping, not to the garage
sale prices of IBM-compatible hard disks perhaps, but to
discount store prices at least. If you thought a hard disk was
out of your range before, it's time to reconsider, thanks to
Advanced Concepts Engineering and Consulting of Florida.

The Mini-Winnie

The Mini-Winnie hard disk kit from Advanced Concepts
is available for many CP/M computers, including Morrow
MD2 and MD3, all Kaypros, Osborne 01, Xerox 820 I and
II, Zorba, Sanyo (MBC1150/1160), Micro Mint SB-180,
AVL Eagle, Alspa II, Epson QX-I0, and others. Prices for

Ted Silveira is a freelance technical writer and
contributing editorfor Profiles and Computer Currents.

the standard external installation kit are $465 with a 5
megabyte drive, $665 for 10 megabytes, and $790 for 20
megabytes (discounts start with quantity 2).

This standard kit is complete, consisting of the hard
disk, already mounted in a cabinet with a power supply and
fan, the hard disk controller board, various cables, a floppy
disk containing the installation software, and the
installation and technical manuals.

Hardware Installation

The first step in the Mini-Winnie installation is to take
the cover off your computer and locate the Z80 chip (the
main processor chip that's the brains of your computer).

if your Z80 is socketed (i.e., is plugged into a socket,
which is in tum soldered to the main circuit board) as it is
in early Morrows and all Kaypros, you're in business.
Carefully pry the Z80 out of its socket, plug the Z80 into
the hard disk controller board, and then plug the controller
board into the now-empty Z80 socket on the main circuit
board. The kit includes an extension cable so that you don't
have to mount the controller board right over the socket if
space is tight.

If your Z80 is soldered directly to the main circuit board,
as it is in later Morrows and some other computers, you
have a problem. The solution is to unsolder the Z80 from
the main circuit board, solder a socket in its place, and then
proceed as above.

If you're not comfortable working on circuit boards with
a soldering iron, bribe someone who is to do it for you.
The job is easy for someone who's soldered on circuit
boards before, but it's definitely not the way to begin your
soldering career. (Advanced Concepts will do it for you
cheaply, but you have to pay for shipping your computer
both ways, which is expensive.)

Once you've got the controller board plugged into its
socket, feed the attached cable out the back of your
computer, put the cover back on, and plug the cables from
the controller board into the hard disk. That's the end of the
hardware work.

How tough the hardware installation will be depends on
how accessible your main circuit board and Z80 chip are and
whether your Z80 is socketed or soldered. On Kaypros,
installation is easy because the circuit board sits right on
top once you've taken the cover off. On Morrows, it's a
little more difficult because the circuit board is on the
bottom, under the floppy disk drives.

On my Morrow MD3 (Revision I), I removed the
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Performance

(All times in seconds)

PIP wlo verify PIP with verify

As if to make up for the poor documentation, though,
Advanced Concepts gives excellent support. Tony Nicotra
of Advanced Concepts has spent many hours on the phone
(and at the keyboard) solving problems for various users,
and the Mini-Winnie comes with a 30-day money-back
guarantee.

128
120
63
47

Table 1

floppy disk to floppy disk 76
hard disk to floppy disk 59
floppy disk to hard disk 35
hard disk to hard disk 18

I expected a performance increase when I installed the
hard disk drive, and 1 got it. Everything-WordStar, dBase,
NSweep, and so on-was noticeably faster in operations
that involved reading from and writing to the disk. The
most improvement, according to Advanced Concepts,
comes in functions that write to the disk (like saving a
WordStar file), while functions that read from the disk show
less.

To back up my own impression that things were
working faster, I ran a simple test---copying a large file
(160K) from floppy disk to floppy disk, from hard disk to
floppy disk, from floppy disk to hard disk, and from hard
disk to hard disk. I used PIP to do the copying and made

compatibility-will everything work together? The hard
disks and RAM disks from WestWind Computer, for
example, are incompatible with ZCPR3.

Fortunately, the Adv~ced Concepts Mini-Winnie seems
to be very compatible and easy-going. It works fine with
ZCPR3 (I have it running right now). It works with all the
various Kaypro modifications that Advanced Concepts
knows about, including PluPerfect's CP/M 2.2E and
various Kaypro RAM disks. It also reportedly works with
the SWP Co-Power RAM disk on the Morrow and other
computers.

The documentation, unfortunately, is a weak point. The
installation manual I got was outdated-the new version
hadn't been printed yet-and skimpy in places and was
missing some information that real novices would need
(such as how you tell which end of the Z80 chip goes
where). The installation itself is easy but let's hope the new·
documentation is more complete.

Compatibility, Documentation, and
Support

Software Installation

When you start adding enhancements to your old CP/M
computer, you always have to worry about

The software installation is all menu-driven-you just
answer the questions. Some questions are technical, and the
manual isn't as clear as it needs to be, but most people on
most computers will get the proper installation by simply
selecting the default responses.

To make room for the software to run the hard disk, you
must make your CP/M system memory smaller by 2K. For
a normal installation, you put a copy of the CP/M utility
MOVCPM.COM on the installation disk, and the
installation program does the work for you. If you want a
special installation-as I did because I wanted to install
ZCPR3-you create the smaller CP/M system yourself
with MOVCPM, modify it as you wish (Le., install
ZCPR3 or whatever), and then put the modified system on
the installation disk.

When it's time to format the new hard disk, the
installation program asks you to select the interleave factor
for the hard disk. The documentation includes an
explanation of what the interleave factor is and how to
experiment so that you can find the best interleave for your
particular computer; but again, most people can select the
default response without knowing a thing about interleave.

Finally, the installation program asks if you want to
specify a command that will be run every time you cold
start the computer. (I set it to run my ZCPR3 startup
command.)

Once you've answered all its questions, the installation
program creates HARD.COM and HDDIAG.COM.
HDDIAG is for checking your hard disk, and you won't
need it very often.

HARD is the program you must run to let your
computer know that there's a hard disk attached. In other
words, you can't cold start froin the hard disk-you have to
start from a floppy and run HARD (but warm boots, like
AC, run from the hard disk). The whole cold start loading
process takes only a few seconds, so it doesn't even rate as a
minor inconvenience.

floppy disk drives (three screws, four cables) to make the
job easier, although I probably could have managed with
them still in place. On a Morrow MD2 with side-by-side
drives, you'll definitely have to take at least one drive out.

Other computers may present special problems, but
generally you shouldn't have to do more than move the
floppy disk drives.
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two runs in each direction, one using PIP's verification
option ([V]) and one not. These tests were made with a very
full and undoubtedly fragmented hard disk, so they show
only relative (not optimum) speed.

The results, shown in Table 1, speak for themselves-it
takes roughly one-fourth the time to copy a 160K file from
hard disk to hard disk as it does to copy it from floppy disk
to floppy disk.

Notice two other things about these figures. First, the
times with verification are much longer than those without
because the verification process involves extra disk reads.
Second, the time to copy from floppy to hard disk is much
less than the time to copy from hard disk to floppy. You
gain a little speed when you read from a hard disk but you
gain a lot when you write to the hard disk.

Convenience

I was surprised how much difference the convenience of
the hard disk makes in my work. It's a real luxury having
all my programs and files available all the time-no more
floppy shuffle!

I'm also making much more efficient use of my disk
space, since I need only one copy of most programs instead
of several copies on different disks (I don't want to think
how many copies of SD and NSWP I have floating around
on various floppy disks).

And the hard disk also makes it practical for me to work
with larger files. With WordStar on the hard disk, for
example, I can comfortably work with longer files than I
could on a floppy disk, because WordStar's reading,
scrolling, and saving are faster.

Most of all, I feel I've gained a lot of what computer
magazines call productivity. First, I can get out of one
program and into another much more quickly, so I spend
more time working and less hassling with the computer
itself. And second, because everything is so easily
available, I do things I might otherwise avoid. With the
hard disk, I have no hesitation about exiting WordS tar,
calling up my text database, and searching out some
reference I made six months ago. With floppy disks, I'd be
reluctant to go through all that disk shuffling. For anyone
who changes programs often, a hard disk is wonderful.

In all, the big increase in disk space turned out to be just
as important as the increase in speed, more so in some
cases.

Hard Disk Drawbacks

A hard disk has drawbacks though. First of all, it's a
mechanical device, with parts moving at high speed (3,600
revolutions per minute), so it can break down. And when a
hard disk breaks down-physically fails rather than just

generating a bad sector or two-you generally lose
everything on it and are faced with the prospect of
expensive repairs or (with today's prices) buying a new
drive. Because a hard disk failure can wipe out so many files
in an instant, it's absolutely crucial that you always keep
current back-ups of everything on your hard disk. No
exceptions.

Second, hard disks add noise, both from the disk itself
and from the accompanying fan. Some people don't seem to
mind these noises, but they bother me, perhaps because I
work in a quiet room and spend a lot of time just staring at
the screen. I even used to tum my electric typewriter off so
it wouldn't hum at me while I was thinking.

Fortunately, the Mini-Winnie (at least the one I have)
isn't loud as hard disks go. One advantage of an external
installation is that I can put the case containing the drive
and fan on a shelf under my desk, which muffles the noise.
As a result, I hear only a fairly innocuous fan noise, which
I can ignore most of the time. It's certainly much quieter
than the IBM clone I have next to it, which sounds like a
vacuum cleaner.

Final Evaluation

Overall, I'm very pleased with the Mini-Winnie. I think
the hard disk gives me a big boost in speed, convenience,
and productivity-more than I expected. The kit is a high
quality piece of work, the installation is relatively easy, and
though the documentation I got is weak (I haven't seen the
new documentation yet), the support from Advanced
Concepts is excellent. Best of all, I think the price is right,
considering that it includes the drive, the case and power
supply, the controller board, and the software. It's not as
dirt cheap as hard disks for IBM clones, but I don't think
CP/M hard disks ever will be, and the Mini-Winnie is as
cheap a package as I've seen.

It's a great way to extend the power and the working life
of your CP/M computer. (And let me tell you about
running ZCPR3 on the hard disk. ..) n

Patch from p. 20
and you would patch either 61 or 6D in at address 06EE,
replacing the 00 that was there.

Now, about the bottom half of the table. Like WordStar,
NewWord does funny things with the "eighth bit." The
practical effect of this is that any ASCII character may be
represented in the computer's memory by two different
symbols; it's as if the ASCII character set were increased
from 128 to 256 characters, with the second half an exact
duplicate of the fIrst. So, the second half of the table is a
duplicate of the fIrst: Whatever you patch in for the fIrst
eight lines, just repeat it for the next eight lines. n
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Desktop trom p. 24

I was introduced to two items that have made cut-and
paste possible for me to do all by myself: Glue Stick and
C-Thru Ruler are undoubtedly just as valuable as my
Morrow.

Lay the ruler at the top of your make-up page and line
up the edge of the paper with a line on the ruler. Slide your
cut manuscript under the ruler and line up the top line of
print with a line on the ruler, making sure nothing slips.
While holding it all down with your thumb, fold the
bottom half over and use the glue stick to paste the edges.
(I'm sure you'll notice the need to place a back-up sheet
under it while you spread the paste, but just in case you
don't...) Fold it back down and press lightly against the
edge to seal it.

If you rub it, you will probably smear the ink or carbon,
so it might be good to lay a separate piece of paper on top
and rub on top of it until all the edges are smooth. Remove
the ruler and repeat for the top half and your page is
complete. Repeat for all pages, and your master is finished!

Notice the margins as you paste up each page. You may
have trouble getting them to match up perfectly when you
copy it. Remember that many photocopy machines have a

built-in 98 percent copy factor, which means that the copies
are automatically reduced by two percent to make the
margin edges come out better. You may need to experiment
a little to find a good combination for you and the
photocopy machine you are using.

I have shown you the process for making a 4-page 5-1/2
by 8-1/2 inch bulletin. But with a little imagination, you
will see the possibilities for any number of other
alternatives made out of regular letter- or legal-sized paper.
Fold the paper twice instead of once and you have a three
sided, fold-out brochure. Tear it in half and you have trash.
Use your own imagination and see what you come up with.

Desktop publishing isn't so hard that you can't have the
same near-professional results that many are touting on the
new systems. In fact, since you are using a daisy-wheel
printer, yours could very well look even better. Enjoy the
power you already have and don't be too green with envy
over the new systems. If the temptation gets too bad,
remember what you paid for your Morrow and what they
have to pay for their "leading edge" technology! Happy
publishing. II

Z tromp. 43
moment you're running CP/M; you
put in the disk, hit the reset button, sit
back and watch an auto-execute file
perform its magic for a couple of
minutes, and, when it's finished,
you're running a new operating
system. It's that simple. Number two:
Remember, the non-commercial
version is ZCPR3 but not Z-System.
You have no ZRDOS. ZRDOS gives
you the ability to log onto new disks
without hitting "c (something I've
always envied in MS-DOS), a feature
called "public directories" that lets you
access programs, such as WordStar,
that have overlays from any user area,
and a growing number of utilities that
must have ZRDOS to run. Most
importantly, the non-commercial ver
sion is set up for a floppy-based
machine and is not configured for the
new memory addresses used when a
hard disk is attached to the system; so
if you're connected to a hard disk, the
Morrow bootable disk will be indis-
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pensable. Lastly, the bootable disk has.
space allocated for something called
Input/Output packages, programs such
as key-redefinition programs and print
spoolers. For those wanting a mini
mum of hassle with installation and
configuration, the Morrow bootable
disk will be an excellent choice.

One additional aspect of Z-System
bears mentioning: It causes me great
sadness to say this, but all appearances
point to the fact that the CP/M public
domain is coming to a slow but firm
resting point. Most of what one now
sees are minor revisions· to already
existing programs. Having a sense that
the operating system one uses is a
vital, dynamic and growing entity is
an important feeling for us computer
users. It helps us feel connected to
something present, something alive.
But the bulletin boards devoted to Z
System, called Z-Nodes, of which
there is a large national network, are
bursting to the seams with activity. It

seems that many of the old CP/M
programmers are taking advantage of
this new environment and writing in
new ways. Echelon Inc. is also now
engaged in developing a multi-tasking
Z-System, something that to my
knowledge has never previously been
implemented on CP/M-compatible
systems.

A printed newsletter, Z-NEWS, is
published biweekly to keep users
abreast of the latest developments,
both in the software and hardware
worlds. This adds to the feeling-very
important to me-that one is part of a
community.

I would encourage anyone eager to
enhance and modernize his/her com
puting to try Z-System on the Mini
Winnie hard disk. Z-System is a con
tinuously evolving, ever-changing,
organic entity, one that has given me
much pleasure. Its rewards are tremen
dous and promise to be so for many
years to come. n



Back Up from p. 22
sequence. At the A>, type:

A>SUBMIT C TEST<RETURN>

SUBMIT tells the computer that you want to run a
SUBMIT program. This is just like typing WS to get
WordStar-you leave off the .COM.

C tells the computer which SUBMIT program to run,
the one that will make back-ups. SUBMIT knows to look
for a file with a .SUB ending, so you don't have to type it
here either. If you name your SUBMIT file BACK.SUB
instead of C.SUB, type BACK here.

TEST tells the computer what the variable ought to be.
When the SUBMIT program runs and encounters that ugly
$1, it turns that variable into TEST, so that the line would
read PIP C:=B:TEST, and the file you want copied gets
copied.

(Note: You can change the name SUBMIT.COM to
S.COM, which requires less typing: S C TEST.)

After typing this line, the drives start their usual
grinding. You'll see B:ERA *.BAK on the screen. Then

you'll see B:STAT *.* on the screen, followed by a list of
your files and how much space remains on your disk. Then
you'll get the message that your A drive is being reassigned
as the C drive. All you need to do is take out the WordS tar
disk, put in your already-formatted back-up disk, and hit
return. When the copy is made, exchange the disks again,
hit return, and you'll see WordStar being loaded again.
Every time you edit your document, you can use submit to
copy the latest version.

Once you start making back-up disks, you might
consider other useful SUBMIT programs. I have one that
loads WordStar onto the B drive when I boot up. I used
AUTO.COM to run the SUBMIT program, called A.SUB,
as the first thing that happens. A.SUB loads SmartKey II,
then baZic. I run a calendar program that I wrote, and when
I'm through with the program and leave baZic, SUBMIT
takes over again and loads WordStar. I hope you'll
experiment with SUBMIT. It can make using the computer
a lot simpler. D
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COMPLETE SUBSYSTEMS
Plug in and run! Includes software, documents, cables, brackets as req'd.

Advanced Concepts "Mini Winnie"
HARD DISK SYSTEMS

For Your Z-80 Morrow!

The key to the Mini-Winnie system is the INSTALL program, which links your drive and your
computer, the way YOU want it Extensive menu options allow selection of any ST-506
compatible drive, as 1 to 4 logical drives within CP/M at any drive letter. Diagnostic and
formal capability provided to match the installation. Distributed in SOURCE form. Compati
ble with most other add-ons, including SWP CoPower, ZCPR3 and microsphere.

We have club, user group. OEM/Dealer programs. Call for quantity schedule. Iffor any reason
you are not satisfied, rerum for full refund within 30 days. All sysrems warranteed for 90 days.
info and manual $8.00 credited with system purchase. Specials subject to availability.

ORDER INFO: Call (305) 482-7302. Terms: UPS cash COD, check or M.O. Please allow 4 weeks
for delivery. Flo. add 5% tax. Shipping extra. Please specify desired floppy format.

GelC Advanced Concepts Engineering Be Consulting
8926 SW 17th Street
Boca Raton. Florida 33433

$465. $665. $790. $740. $845.
5mb 10mb 20mb 10mb 20mb

External External External Internal Internal
Kaypro (1,2.4,10) ./ ./

Big Board I,ll ./ ./

Xerox 820-1,11 ./ ./ ./

Micro Mint SSol80 ./ ./

Gemini Zorbo ./ ./

Osborne ./

Sonya MBC·1150/
1160/1200 ./

AVl Eagle (with mods) ./ (You may delete $90
AIspa II ./ ./ for external systems
Epson Q)(·10 ./ ./ less PIS enclosure
Morrow MD-2,3 ./ Add $600 tor extra
Z-80 $0100 Computers ./ long cables)

Our INTERNAL systems do not displace
a floppy drive, do not require a power
supply upgrade, use the highest tech
nology winchesters available. No
compromises!

Our EXTERNAL systems install in
seconds! Includes an attractive verti
cal cabinet with integral P/S and fan,
3 foot cables. Everything necessary to
plug in and go!

Writers Wanted!

Two Column from p. 29
column text, WordStar prints column 1, line 1; column 2,
line 1; column 1, line 2; column 2, line 2; and so on. If
underline or boldface is turned on at any point and is still
on at the end of the line (in either column), wholly
unrelated text will be underlined or boldfaced in the other
column.

This technique, in my opinion, is much more elegant
than any of the three methods described in the article,
"Desktop Publishing with a Morrow," in MOR Vol. 3, #2,
p. 7. Two of the methods mentioned in that article fail to
take full advantage of word processing with the Morrow or
any other computer; the third one requires the printer to roll
the paper back at the end of each column except the last one
on a page. This might cause a printer jam, depending on the
paper path and the amount of space behind the printer. D

MOR is still looking for new writers. If you have an idea for
an article you'd like to write, please send a query letter and
one or two writing samples (unpublished articles are fine) to
Marilyn Werden, Managing Editor, Morrow Owners' Review,
P.O. Box 5487, Berkeley, CA 94705. Authors of published
articles of 1,000 words or more receive a free one-year's
subscription. D
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Tyros from p. 10

CCP, it makes CP/M load up a bunch of information about
the current disk so that it can operate on that disk ("logging
onto a disk") and initializes some internal parameters.

The BDOS is the heart of CP/M. It is the guy who
handles the interfaces between the programs (including the
CCP) and the rest of the system. It takes care of file
organization on the disks, input and output to the various
peripherals, and so forth. The interesting question here is,
how can it do all this stuff if it doesn't know anything
about the hardware except that the CPU is an 8080 (or
compatible CPU like the Z80 in our MDs)? Well, it sets
up a kind of imaginary computer that does all of its talking
with the BIOS. This imaginary computer thinks that all its
disk drives have 128-byte sectors (remember that the MDs
have lK sectors), that all I/O devices are parallel, and so
forth. It then becomes the job of the BIOS to translate these
interfaces to the real world.

The BIOS is usually written by the manufacturer to
interface his actual hardware to the BDOS. You should have
gotten a file called CBIOS.MAC on your distribution disks
from Morrow. This is the BIOS that Morrow wrote.

The general rule is that programs should talk only to the
BDOS. The only guy to talk to the BIOS should be the
BDOS. If these rules are followed, then the program should
be truly "portable." There are exceptions, although I don't
think there really should be. Two wide-spread programs that
do use BIOS calls are MEX and Turbo PASCAL. I haven't
really looked into why the Morrow overlay for MEX uses a
BIOS call, but it may have to do with the way Morrow
wrote their BIOS; and if that is so, shame on Morrow. I
really don't know why the Borland people used BIOS calls
in Turbo PASCAL. I've asked them and have never gotten a
satisfactory answer. It leads to problems in Turbo PASCAL
programs in that output to the console can outrun the
capability of the console to display the output, and strange
things happen on the screen.

There is one case where it is proper to use the BIOS
directly. That is when the BIOS writer has put in some
extras. Morrow has done that to gain software access to the
disk controller. The problem of different disk formats has
been nicely avoided by Morrow, which had the foresight to
make it possible to reconfigure the disk drives from
software to emulate different disk formats by way of the
"FOREIGN .COM" program. Some commercial programs
(MULTIFORM and UNIFORM to name a couple) have
extended this capability to upwards of 70 different formats.

The bottom line is that programs written properly to run
under CP/M are not machine-specific except for the actual
disk format. A good CP/M program will run on a Kaypro,
Osborne or Morrow with no problems once it is in
memory.
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Next time we'll talk a little more about FORMAT,
SYSGEN and AUTO. Also, since I have received my MD5
and am having gobs of fun playing with and learning about
it, I'll address some of the differences between CP/M 2.2
and CP/M 3.0 that I have missed in my previous columns.
You people who have written me with MD-HD questions, I
have not forgotten you. I'm simply waiting until I know
enough to give you reasonable answers. Keep those cards
and letters coming. n

Self-Installing
Morrow ZCPR3
Dave McCord has borrowed an MD3 from M0 R to

develop the MOR ZCPR3 kit that was announced in the
last issue. The $59.95 package will be ready for delivery
just about the time you read this. For more timely
information, call the MOR PBBS and read the NEWS files.
Orders will be processed in the order in which they are
received. n



Mailbox from p. 8
COPYSYS.COM as OK. The programmer's guide says
there is a special type of directory entry called an SFCB to
record date and time stamps that reside in every fourth
position of the directory. Am I right that VERIFILE.COM
doesn't understand how to handle a disk that has been
converted to time-stamping mode? If so, are there any
utilities out there that carry out the function of VERIFILE
for a time-stamped disk?"

Here's a MailMerge tip, thanks to a problem sent in by
Bradley H. Kline of Franklin Park, NJ. His
problem was that MailMerge letters would come out with
the data in the wrong variables, "apparently in random
order." He sent a sample of his data file that looked sort of
like this:

]ohnJones,123 4th St."Orlando, FL 32887,305-555-1212
Mary,Smith,345 6th St."Ithaca, NY 14850"

could no longer run a program from the R command of the
opening menu. NewWord would respond, "Unable to find
NewWord command file to return to." I checked at NWFILE
in the patch area, where NW stores its own name, and found
it still contained "NW.COM." Still, according to the folks
at NewStar, NW was somehow afflicted with amnesia. The
solution they suggested was to use the CP/M command
REN to rename NW.COM to something else, e.g.
NWX.COM, then run NWINSTAL to name it back: When
NWINSTAL asks for the name of the file to install, tell it
NWX.COM, and for the file to hold installed NewWord,
NW.COM. It works. n

Statement of Ownership, Management and Circulation

Date of Filing: 9/26/86

Title of Publication: Morrow Owners' Review

Publication No.: 765-130

Frequency of Issue: bimonthly, six issues annually

The mistake, for those who haven't caught it, was to
insert double commas in place of the missing data item (the
phone number) at the end of the second line. The manual
isn't clear on this. It tells you to type a comma when a data
item is left out, but that comma is just the one that would
have been there anyway at the end of the data item; in other
words, you replace the data item with the blank space
between the two commas. When a .data item is omitted at
the end of a line, what you should leave is the blank space
between the last comma and the carriage return. The thing
to remember is that commas and carriage returns work
exactly the same to separate data items in a file; we
generally put one record (a complete name and address, for
instance) on one line for convenience, but it doesn't have to
be that way. You can keep names and addresses in a data fIle
like this, if you prefer:

Annual Subcription: $18

Complete Mailing Address
and General Business Office:

Publisher & Editor:

Managing Editor:

(Niner:

P.O. Box 5487
2920 Domingo Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94705

Sypko Andreae
2920 Domingo Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94705

Marilyn Werden
2920 Domingo Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94705

Sypko Andreae
2920 Domingo Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94705

SmithJohn
123 4th St.

Orlando,FL 32887

Extent and Nature
of Circulation

Average No. Copies
Each Issue During
Preceding 12
Month

Actual No. Copies
of Single Issue
Published Nearest
to Filing Date

sl Sypko Andreae

You can print out a file like this to give someone a copy
without having to write another MailMerge program.
MailMerge will treat each whole line as one data
item-including the blank line for a second line of
address-and will treat the lines with commas as two data
items. You can tum "Smith,John" around and space it out
by reversing the variables. If you leave a blank line between
records, remember to insert a dummy variable in the
MailMerge program to read it.

And one more NewWord tip: This once happened to me.
After doing some patching with NWINSTAL, I found I

TOTAL NO. COPIES
Paid Circulation
-Sales through dealers, et al.
-Mail subscription
Total paid circulation
Total free distribution
Total distribution
Copies not distributed
-Office use, left over, unacct
-Returned from news agents
TOTAL

I certify that the statements made by
me above are correct and complete

4,984

540
3,663
4,203

195
4,398

586

4,984

5,027

501
3,539
4,040

274
4,314

713

5,027
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Classified Ads
PLACING A CLASIFIED? Private party ads cost
$2 per line. Commercial ads cost $6 per line. ALL ads
that sell something for profit are considered
commercial. Specifications: 50-character maximum per
line, 10-line maximurn per ad. Include a check or
money order with your name, address and phone
number (make sure we can distinguish your ad from
your other information). Send a SASE if you want a
copy of your ad.

MORROW MD-11, 11 MEGABYTE HARD DISK with
MDT-60 terminal, original software with documentation.
Two units avail. $699 ea. Phone 201/341-2828.

FOR SALE: MD2. 64K. Two floppy drives. Excellent
condition, great software - WordS tar, Correct-It,
Notebook, MBASIC, Footnote, Personal Pearl, CP/M,
Bibliography, Smartkey. Call Kurt Jackson. 707n62-0962
(mes.) Petaluma, CA. Must sell. $450.

WANTED: MD-16s or 34s. Advise cost and condition.
Gary 813/972-3056. P.O. Box 17214, Tampa, FL 33682.

FOR SALE Do CP/M and MS-DOS both on this MD3
(with MDT60 terminal). Machine has built-in co-processor
with 256K memory. Runs CP/M plain or on high-speed
RAM disk. Also comes with the MS-DOS. Excellent
condition, all the usual software, plus some. $550. Call
401/245-6748 (Rhode Island).

MD-3, MX-I00 in perfect condition with all accessories and
programs. Wylie, 415/932-2674, $1,250.00 if picked up.

MD2 MDT20 - spare keyboard needs logic chip. CP/M
2.2 and all Morrow pkg. All MOR. since Day One and
manuals 701, 704 & 706. Had to go MS-DOS 10 Mh.
Excellent condition. $500 Firm plus UPS&Insur, David
Stratton, 188 Linseed Rd., West Hatfield, MA 01088.
413/247-9669 or 5997.

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES Fujitsu DSDD. Compatible with
all Morrows. $89 each. 10 for $795. Brand nu w/one year
Fujitsu guarantee. Whitaker Co. BOX 460, Downey, CA
90241. 213/566-3555. UPS = $5/ea or $30/case of 10.
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School MUST SELL 3 Morrow MD3s with MDT
terminals. Less than 3 years old; under maintenance.
Includes all software and manuals. Contact Bill Elliot at
Larimer Count Voc-Tech, P.O. Box 2397, Ft. Collins, CO
80522. 303/226-2500, Ext. 141.

New Pivot II's, checked out, tes~ed but never sold.
Servicing Dealer will offer a 90 Day Warranty. Have three
(3) Pivot II's W/320K, 300-1200 Modem for $ 1724.11.
One (1) Pivot II W/640K, Video Board, 300-1200 Modem
at $ 2318.53. All include battery, AC Adaptor, carrying
strap. Call Ken or Sally Landes at Loveland Computer
Center, Loveland, Colorado. 303/667-9095.

NEW PIVOT II's with Servicing Dealer's 90 Day
Warranty. 640K RAM, 1200 Modem, Battery, DOS,
NewWord, Carry Strap, etc. $1,595
Internal 10 MB Hard Disk kit for the Pivot II $1,095
NEW MD3-Ps.Guaranteed to work, otherwise "as is."
With full software bundle etc. $595
NEW PIVOT I. Guaranteed to work, otherwise "as is"
256K RAM, 300 Baud Modem, Btry, NW, C/Strap. $595
World Business Center, Los Altos, CA 415/941-3269

MD3 w/MDT60 terminal and plenty of software with
documentation, just like new. Make reasonable offer.
Complete MOR Manual, half price. Call Arne, 804/525
1485 between 6-10 EST.

LET ADVERTISERS KNOW you saw them in MOR! Let
MOR know when you buy somethig from one of our
advertisers.

MD-5, MT-70 terminal, MM300. Complete package,
includes all bundled software, NewWord #2.17, 7 public
domain disks, UNIFORM, 4 INFOCOM Games, MITE
communications software, MOR. $850 Doug Riesch
608/836-9538

CONVERT MD2 TO MD3. Brand new complete kit
includes drives, all hardware and simple screwdriver-only
instructions. I paid $295, first $250 takes it. Liberty 100,
like-nu $299. Shacter, 9639 Dorothy, Southgate, CA
90280. 213/567-8758

FOR SALE: Pivot I, 256K, 2 drives, battery, nylon
carrying case, AC pack. Incl. MS-DOS &NewWord. Demo
unit, never sold. $850.00 319/242-0968



________J~~£~ervices

COMPUTER

FACTS
MORROW PROBLEMS

SOLVED
That's right.

Jacobs Computer Services deals in Facts. Computer Facts.
Whether you're seeking reliable advice or reliable repairs, we'll take your problem seriously.

We don't pretend that computer repair is an art, to us it's a science. If your
computer doesn't work, we'll find out why and get you working

again. Fact. No nonsense. Over the telephone or on site
we'll Jurnish support for you; connecting modems and
terminals, installing software, solving your hardware

problems and helping you to understand CP1M.
Now you know to call Jacobs Computer

Services when you need help.
That's a Fact.

J~COBS
computer services
P.o. Box 6092 • Albany· CA 94706

Call (415) 724-2446
anytime, day or night!

MPUTER SERVICES CLASSIFIEDS

Morrow • Lear Siegler

S 100 • Liberty Freedom

Micro Decision • Decision 1

ADM20 • MDT50 • MDT60

MDT70 • Freedom 50

Pivot • Freedom 100 • Drives

Hardware • Software

Sales • Support

Service



ACCOUNTING
integrated accoun
meet professional sta
fast and easy to use, with
structions. Our manual (shown
also includes helpful informatio
bookkeeping and computers.

GENERAL LEDGER $125
Allows up to 1,000 accounts & 1,000
transactions/month. Retains mo/end
balances for Last year, This Year and
Forecast. Includes Cash Disburse
ments, Cash Receipts and General
Journals. Reports include Balance
Sheet, Income Statement, Annual
Summaries and Journal Reports.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE .......... $125
Allows up to 2,500 customers and 1,000
invoices per month. Invoicing can access
Inventory Module. Keeps customer
names and addresses. Invoice prints on
plain paper or any pre-printed form.
Statements can be printed at any time.

Allows up to 4,000 parts. Keeps 3
month history of unit sales as well as
year to date. With AR, can be used as
point of sale system (prints invoices,
handles cash). Reports include Inven
tory Val~e and Stock Report, Internal
and Customer Price List.

lJA.YROLL '••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• ':,:' $125
Will handle up to 100 employees with
six deductions per employee. Deduc
tions may be determined as fixed dollar
amounts or percentages, or referred to
a table for automatic look-up. Tax tables
are easily entered, or purchased sepa
rately.

SET OF FIVE , $465
SET OF FOUR $395
SET OF THREE $325

RUN ON MOSTCPMAND MSDOS

Apple CPM IBM PC,XT,PC jr,AT Sanyo (all)
Columbia Kaypro (a/l) 78ndy (all)
Compaq Morrow (al/) TeleVideo
Corona Osborne (all) Zenith 100 & 150
Eagle (all) Panasonic 8 H CPM
Epson OX- 10 Radio Shack CPM Other compatibles

Try all 5 programs above (GL, AR, Ap,
IN, PRJ. Order our DEMO DISK for
$18.00 (includes shipping). Condensed
versions of the programs give you the
"feel" of data entry and access. Includes
sample reports and instructions. Specify
machine.

TRASHMAN (NEW) $145
The "Catch-All" program. Files .any
type of information for quick access.
Name or subject oriented with 151ines
of notes per name. Use TMAN as a
mailing list, filing system, notebook,
etc. Gm be used alone o!:.~.\It~ta
from our other programs.
Try TRASHMAN (only) DEMO ..... $18

HOWTO ORDER: Please specify machine
and disk format. You can pay by check,
by VISA or MasterCard (we need your
expiration date and card number), or by
UPS COD (add $2.50 COD charge). Our
price includes shipping. Minnesota resi
dents, add 6% sales tax). We ship most
orders the same day.
or ORDER BYPHONE: 612·339·2521

125 North First Street
Minneapolis, MN 55401


